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Executive Summary 
The development and application of tunable diode laser (TDL) absorption sensors 
to monitor the health and operating conditions in the large-scale 60 MW arc-heated- 
plasma wind-tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center is reported. The interactive heating 
facility (THF) produces re-entry flow conditions by expanding the gas heated in a 
constricted plasma arc-heater to flow at high velocity over a model located in a test cabin. 
This facility provides the conditions needed to test thermal protective systems for 
spacecraft re-entering the earth’s atmosphere. TDL sensors are developed to monitor gas 
flows in both the high-temperature constricted flow and the supersonic expansion flow 
into test cabin. These sensors utilize wavelength-tuned diode lasers to measure absorption 
transitions of atomic oxygen near 777.2 nm, atomic nitrogen near 856.8 nm, and atomic 
copper near 793.3 nm. The oxygen and nitrogen sensors measure the population density 
in exited electronic states of these atoms. The measurements combined with the 
assumption of local thermal and chemical equilibrium yield gas temperature (typically 
near 7,000K). The nitrogen and oxygen population temperatures are redundant, and their 
close agreement provides an important test of the local thermal equilibrium assumption. 
These temperature sensors provide time-resolved monitors of the operating conditions of 
the arc-heater and can be used to verify and control the test conditions. An additional 
TDL sensor was developed to monitor the copper concentration in the arc-heater flow 
yielding values as high as 13 ppm. Measurements of copper in the flow can identify flow 
conditions with unacceptably rapid electrode erosion, and hence this sensor provides 
valuable information needed to schedule maintenance to avoid costly arc-heater failure. 
TDL sensors were also developed for measurements in the test cabin, where absorption 
measurements of the populations of argon and molecular nitrogen in excited metastable 
electronic states established that the number density of these excited species is much 
lower than estimated using frozen-chemistry approximations. This key finding suggests 
that in the post-expansion region there is not a significant energy sequestration in 
electronically excited species. Finally, TDL measurements of atomic potassium seeded 
into the test cabin flow were used to directly measure the static temperature of the test gas. 
The results of this study illustrate the high potential of time-resolved TDL 
measurements for routine and economical sensing of arc-heater health (gas temperature 
and electrode erosion) as well as the time-resolved test-cabin-flow conditions in front of 
the model. 
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Introduction and Motivation 
New thermal protection system (TPS) materials for NASA missions are 
developed on the basis of testing in the large-scale, high-enthalpy, arcjet test facilities at 
NASA-Ames Research Center. Hypersonic speeds of reentry vehicles and systems 
produce a hot, reactive gas layer between the bow shock and the vehicle surface. A 
vehicle moving at 10 kdsec  in the cold air of the mesosphere (-270K, 4 . lkPa)  
produces shock temperatures near 7000K with surface heating rates of hundreds of watts 
per square centimeter. Arcjet facilities provide a long-duration (tens of minutes) source 
of high-enthalpy hypersonic air flow for ground test of these materials. The NASA- 
Ames Research Center has three arcjet facilities devoted to testing TPS.[l] 
Understanding the performance is crucial to the determination of TPS safety margins 
needed for reliable flight vehicles. 
Currently, arc-jet test conditions are defined using either the expected heat-flux 
level or the anticipated surface temperature for a particular material in its envisioned 
application. While this is sufficient to evaluate relative performance levels, it is not 
sufficient for establishing absolute capability for materials or for integrated TPS. This 
lack of traceability of the TPS test environment to the actual vehicle performance 
environment significantly increases the required safety margin in TPS tests and thus 
performance uncertainty. Evaluation of absolute aero-thermal performance requires 
understanding the energy partition of the gas stream from the arc-jet facility and the 
temporal fluctuations of this energy partition. Although arc-jets have been used for the 
past 40 years to simulate aero-thermal test environments, the non-equilibrium nature of 
the gas stream has proven difficult to characterize. Although a wide variety of 
experiments have led to considerable progress in unraveling the composition of the gas 
stream, there remains significant uncertainty especially for the highest enthalpy tests. 
This uncertainty arises from the unknown composition of the gas stream as it freezes 
during the non-equilibrium expansion of the arc-heated gas. Gas (typically aidargon 
mixtures at NASA Ames) is heated in an electric arc and expanded in a high-compression 
ratio supersonic nozzle into an evacuated test chamber. A significant fraction of the gas is 
dissociated to atoms in the arc heater and their recombination to molecules is arrested in 
the nozzle, effectively “freezing” the gas composition. This can trap a significant number 
of species in meta-stable excited electronic states. 
An arcjet uses a high power electrical discharge to heat a stream of air (with 
added argon for electrode cooling), and this gas mixture is accelerated to hypersonic 
velocities in an adiabatic expansion. A schematic of the NASA-Ames arcjet flow facility 
is shown in Fig. 1.[2] A high-current arc heats the input high-pressure gas stream to 
temperatures in excess of 6000 K. The equilibrium dissociation fraction of both oxygen 
and nitrogen is substantial. This hot, high-enthalpy gas is accelerated via adiabatic 
expansion and directed over a stationary model, simulating the high speed passage of a 
space vehicle through an atmosphere.[3] 
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the arcjet wind tunnel facility. 
The choice of arc-heater test conditions to simulate specific flight environments 
requires knowledge of the thermodynamic state of the gas prior to expansion. Because of 
the extreme conditions inside the arc-heater section, options for measurements of the test 
gases are limited, and optical spectroscopy-based measurements of air-derived species 
present a diagnostic opportunity. In addition, component materials in the arc-heater and 
nozzle may erode and contribute non-air species to the flowfield. One consequence of 
this erosion is periodic (and costly) failure of arcjet components, and measuring eroded 
materials may provide a useful indicator of component health and maintenance 
requirements. 
In this project, we design and demonstrate tunable-diode-laser (TDL) absorption 
sensors for time-resolved monitoring of gas temperature in the arc-heater, copper 
produced by erosion in the arc-heater, and static temperature of the test gas in front of the 
model in the test cabin. TDLs provide convenient optical sources for absorption 
measurements [4], and recent development of fiber optics technology makes 
measurements within the electrically isolated arc-heater feasible. TDL sensors of 
dissociated air species can be used to monitor the high temperatures expected in the arc- 
heater. In our laboratory at Stanford University, Baer et al. [5,6] used TDL sensors to 
measure temperature and number density of argon in high-temperature RF-plasma 
discharges. Baer et al. [7] also used a TDL sensor near 777.2 nm to monitor atomic 
oxygen and infer gas temperature in air RF-plasmas. Here we use TDLs near 777.2 and 
844.6 nm to monitor atomic oxygen and near 856.8 and 824.2 nm to monitor atomic 
nitrogen, in the plenum immediately downstream of the high temperature dc-arc 
discharge. An additional TDL sensor was also developed to monitor atomic copper near 
793.3 nm in the flowfield. Measurements of copper in the flow can identify flow 
conditions with unacceptably rapid electrode erosion, and this sensor provides 
information needed to schedule maintenance to avoid costly arc-heater failure. The 
copper sensor identified plasma operating conditions where atomic copper concentrations 
as high as 13 ppm were observed. These results demonstrate that TDLs diagnostics have 
the potential to provide routine in situ monitoring of the gas conditions in the arc-heater. 
TDL sensors were also developed for measurements in the test cabin. Those 
absorption measurements yielded values for the population in metastable electronic states 
of argon and molecular nitrogen, providing evidence that the number density of these 
excited species is much lower than estimated using a fi-ozen-chemistry approximation. 
This suggests that in the post-expansion region there is not a significant energy 
sequestration in electronically excited species. In addition, TDL measurements of atomic 
. 
potassium seeded into the test cabin flow were used to directly measure the static 
temperature of the test gas. 
The IHF arc-jet driven wind tunnel is a large-scale engineering facility. The 
physical size of the device and the magnitude of the electrical power dissipated in the arc- 
heater provide significant engineering challenges to the implementation of in situ gas 
sensing. Fiber optics was used successfully to transport the laser light to and from the 
arc-heater, while providing the required electrical isolation. We regard the associated 
optical engineering of the two TDL sensor systems to be an important part of the overall 
effort. 
Detailed Research Results 
Details of the research performed to develop and test TDL sensors in the IHF 60 
MW plasma-driven wind tunnel at NASA Ames Research center are provided in the PhD 
thesis of Suhong Kim and published by the American Institute of Aeronautics and 
Astronautics. This thesis: “Development of Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Sensors 
For A Large-Scale Arc-Heated-Plasma Wind Tunnel” is available on the web at 
(http://navier.stanford.edu/thermosciences/TSD-l55 .pdf) and included here as Appendix 
I. The paper AIAA 0225-0900, “Gas Temperature in the Arc-heater of a Large Scale 
Arcjet Facility using Tunable Diode Laser Absorption,” is available from the AIAA and 
is included as Appendix 11. Therefore these details will not be repeated here. 
Publications 
Suhong Kim, “Development of Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Sensors For A Large- 
Scale Arc-Heated-Plasma Wind Tunnel’’ Stanford University PhD Thesis, 
(http://navier. stanford.edu/thermosciences/TSD- 1 5 5 .pdf) (Appendix I) 
Suhong Kim, Jay B. Jeffries, Ronald K. Hanson, George A. Raiche, “Gas Temperature 
in the Arc-heater of a Large Scale Arcjet Facility using Tunable Diode Laser 
Absorption,” 43rd Aerospace Sciences Meeting, AIAA. 2005-900,2005. (Appendix 11) 
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Abstract 
Arc hea,ted wind t>unnels are tjhc most reliable high t,emperatiire facilities to test, ther- 
mal protection systems and heat, shields. At, NASA Ames Research Center, a 60 MW 
rated interactive heating facility (IHF) with a constricted arc heater and a expansion 
test cabin has been used to develop thermal prot,ection systems for space vehicles. The 
work presented here involves the development and applicat,ion of hnable diode laser 
ahsorption sensors to a largescale arc-heat,ed-I)lasIna wind tunnel. Two different flow 
regions are stutlied: the arc-heater and the test cabin. For the heater, vertical cavity 
surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) are tuned across individual transitions of atomic 
oxygen near 777.2 rim and atomic nitrogen near 856.8 nm enabling measurement of 
atomic concentration and temperature. Due to hyperfine structure and Zeeman split- 
ting, it is not feasible to infer the translational temperature in the heater from the 
Doppler-broadened lincwidtli. The population of an excited state arid the assumption 
of local t,hermal eyiiilibrium are used to dett?rrninc? the population temperature. Si- 
rriultaneously the copper concentration is monitored with a transition near 793.3 nm, 
and therefore the rate of elect,rode erosion is inft?rred. In the heater, the gas tempera- 
ture was measured to be near 7,000 K. For high flow conditions, the measured copper 
concentrat.ion ranged up to 13 ppm. In the tcst cabin, metast,al>le st,ates of argon and 
atomic oxygen are rrionit,ored with VCSELs near 772.4 and 777.2 nni, and tjlic upper 
limit of these nict,astable stat,es is deterniincd. Also a translatioIia1 temperatme of 
900 K is extractcd from the lincshape analysis of a transition mar 769.9 nm o f  atomic 
potassium seetied iipstrearri. The mimber density of metastable states is much lower 
tha,n estimated iising a frozen c:hcmistxy approximation. This suggests that in the 
post-expansion rcgion, most atoniic species are in the ground state. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Thermal protection niaterials arc required to prevent damage to space vehicles during 
high speed reentry into the earth's atmosphere. Arcjet facilities provide a source of 
hypersonic air flow for ground test of theso materials. This thesis describes the de- 
velopment of tunable diode laser absorption diagnostics to monitor arcjet operat,ions. 
Since the late 195Os, thermal protection iriaterials have been developed for the 
heat shields of reentry vehicles arid launch systems. The hypersonic speeds of these 
vehicles produce a bow shock and a plasma layer between a shock and the vehicle. 
Collision of A vehicle moving at 10 km/sec with cold air in the mesosphere (roughly 
270 K, 0.1 kPa) produces a plasnia layer with temperature near 7,000 K. 
Different vehicle trajectories and different gas compositions subject the vehicle 
to different flow crivironrnents. For example, ais shown in Fig. 1.1, the space shuttle 
trajectory is different from that of ballistic missiles, and bherefore has a clifferent 
rriaxiniiini loading condition. Also a vehicle ent'ctring another planet experiences an 
atmosphere with quite different, temperature, pressure, and potcntial chemical reac- 
tions. Special facilities are reqiiired tjo similztte the hypersonic, low temperature, 
and low pressure air flow to which space shuttles or long-rango ballistic missiles are 
exposed. Current,ly only clcctric arc-heated wind t,unnels can provide the high en- 
t,halpy flow to sirnulate the ext,rcnw conditions o f  t,he reentry o f  hypersonic vehicles. 
Hence, ground-based test faciliticts cmployirig arc-hcat,ers have bee11 developed to test 
t,liermal protect ion materials. 
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NASA Anies Research Center has been active in simulating the high-velocity por- 
t,ion of the shuttle trajectory. There is an extensive arcjet testing corriplex at NASA 
Ames with three activc test facilit,ies. All produce the high enthalpy flow necessary 
for thermal protection mstjerial testing with dificrent power ratings or flow conditions. 
Samples of the rriatcrial are immersed in the high enthalpy flow and heated wit,h a 
high heat flux to simiilate the local flight environmttnt. The space shuttle is exposed 
to t,he maximum load of t,cmperaturc. up to 7,000 K (behind the how shock). At such 
high t,emperatures, air is excited, dissociated, and ionized. To match this condition, 
plasma flows of typically 10 km/s at, 1,000 K and 6.1 kPa, are gencrat,c-td in a11 arcjet 
wind tunnel a.t NASA Arnes R.esearch Center. 
1.1 Arcjet wind tunnels 
high speed 
4. lowpressure 
test gas LJ flowtomatch 
'tentry 
Figure 1.3: Schematics of arc heated wind txnnel with key components 
The flow chart in Fig.l.3 depicts the basic operation of the arcjet wind tunnels. 
Thc high-pressure test gas is heated by ti11 arc heater. Electxic power heats the 
test, gas to obtain the dcsigned ent.halpy for tjhe simulation. The pressure is a few 
atmospheres arid the tmiperature is sevctral thousand degrees in the heater. The 
coriv~!rginR-diver~iI~g rioz.r,lc expands high-prc tire, high-temI)erat,ure gas int,o a low- 
pressure, low-t,errii)erat,iire, hypersonic flow. In the test cabin, t,hc test niatterial is 
exposed to t,he hypersonic flow. 
The pressure and tcmiperature contlit ions in t,he lir:at,er walls nccd to be nionit,ored. 
Pressure transducers on the heat8er wall can follow the static prctssure of the flow, 
because the pressure? difiercmce across tho huntlary layer is negligible. However, tjhe 
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1.2 Arcjet facilities for thermal protection system 
There are mult,iplc t,ypcs of plasrnR,-arc-hcat,e(l t,est, fac:ilit,ics including miilt'i-scgrxicirit,, 
Hiiels or vort,t?x-st;~l)ilized, magnet,ic:Hlly-st,~tl)iliaed, intluc:t,ioIi-(:oiipled, a,nd magriottr 
plasnia-dynamic hcat,ers. The review of Smit,li et, a1 [ 11 conc:liidcs tjliittm among various 
plasma gwicrat,ors, multi-segment, licat,crs are t,he best, choice for t,licrmal protec:thn 
pt,anct? and cert,ificat,ion test,s, arid this is t,ype of facilit,y used at, NASA 
Amcs. 
Scgment,ect hcat,ers can be opera,t,etl ovcr a lmiacl range of conctit.ions: e.g., crit8halpy 
between 10 - 45 MJ/kg, wit,h a. rarigt: of pressure? bet,wt?ca 1 arid 100 bar. Test, 
st,reams arc? very st,able and t,est, condit,ioris tire repeata1)lc. Thc cont,aminattion lcvcl 
is relat,ively low. alt,hough indiict,iotri-coiii)l(?(t antl magnct,o-plast.;Ina,-?-dyrianiic cteviws 
can be clcaner . 
The miilt,i-segrncnt, arc hca.t,t:r waa first ctcveloped at, t,hc NASA Arms R.csca.rch 
Center. This t,ype of arc heat8cr hits hen  iit,ilized for a(x:cpt,an(:e and cert,ificattion 
t,esting for all US manned spaco vc?hic:les iri(:liicting t,he Sp;tc:c Shiitt,le Orbit,er, Apollo, 
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arid Gemini. These facilities are also heavily used to develop therma-l protection sys- 
terns for spacecraft capsules for scveral planetary entry and return missions including 
Galileo, Viking and Mars iinmanried spacecrafts. 
High-power arcjet wind tmnels have a relatively large uncertainty in flow proper- 
ties: e.g., the free stream conditions a ~ i d  ent,halpy of t,he flow, as well as uncertainty 
in the procedures to deterrriine flow variables at the surface of t,he test model. The 
ground-test faci1it.y generat,ing coIidit,ions are also different from the aviation condi- 
tions. The vehicle moves at  hypersonic speed, through static, cold, and low-pressure 
air ( N 2  and 0 2 ) .  Ideally, the ground test facilities would provide hypersonic, cold, and 
low-pressure air to the static model; however, currently there are no such ideal test 
facilities. Instead most advanccd arcjet facilities, using multi-segmented arc heaters, 
provide a hotter, non-equilibrium, and less-uniform mixture of N,  0, NZ, 0 2 ,  N O ,  
e, etc. Only the heat flux to the model! and the impact pressure are matched to 
those expected during the flight,. Because of the uncertainty betwtmi the actual flight 
conditions and arcjet flow properties, heat shields arc dosigned with a large safety 
margin, which adds extra weight and reduces vehicle pcrforrnance [2]. 
Understanding the arcjet flow strea.rn via nowintrusive diagnostics is vita.1 to re- 
duce this margin for the development of new thermal protection materials. Measure- 
ments of flow conditions can verify how close the test conditions are to the expecbed 
conditions of a spacecraft reentry. Therefore development a~id understanding of real- 
time diagnostics are key to fiitiire improvements in spa( ra.ft performance. 
1.3 NASA Ames Arcjet Complex: IHF 
The 60 MW Interactive Heating Facility (IHF) gives t,he most flexible performance 
among all Ames arcjet' facilities; the va.rious configurations were reviewed by Baltcr- 
Peterson [3]. This facility (tan provide a fully immersed stagnation point environment 
with a conical nozzle or a punel t,cst environment with a semi-elliptic nozzle. Its 
capability to simulatc shuttle <?nt,ry conditions make the testing of scaled thernial 
protjt?ction system conqmicnts a Inajor task of the IHF. 
ci 
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Figure 1.4: Pictme of NASA Amps Arcjct facilities 
In this thesis, the arc licater and the test cabin are thc most important c o i ~ i p t ~  
rimts, and their schematics arc’ shown in Fig.l.5. 
Multi-segment arc heater 
Thc multi-scgment arc htwtcw or constrictcd arc heaters consist, of two electrode pack- 
ages, which contain- multiplc st,ackcd disks, each disk bcing an individual electrodc. 
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DC power supply 
high-pressure cooling water 
anode constrifta tube cathode nozzle test cabin steam vacUum 
Figure 1.5: Schematics of‘ the IHF heat8er and the test, cabin 
The anode is located upstream, the cathode is located downstream, and the ring 
segments with test gas inlet are fixed between two electrodes. Each active electrode 
in a electrode package is isolated from the others a.nd has an individiial ba,llaqt load. 
Since each electrode has a specific current rat.@, electrodes are added to a stack 
until the number of  el rode disks is sufficient t.o handle the total current desired. 
The current is evenly distributed arnorig the electrodes, and the arc attachment in 
a multi-segment arc heater produces a smaller thermal load on the elcctrocle surface 
than other types of heat,ers such as Huels arc heaters. And in order to reducc clcct,rotle 
twsion, a magnetic field is induced by the current in the hcti-tter and iised to spin the 
arc attachment on the el rode. This uniform energy load over electrodes and in- 
duced magnetic field reduces the electrode material cont,aminat,ion of tho constricted 
arc heater flow. Tho arc length is fixed by the length of the constrictor coliimn. The 
60 MW IHF constrictor tube has a bore diam 
expanded wa,ter-cooled electmcles are 11.4 em (4.5”) in tlianit 
8 
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Test gas 
Thc test, gtts is a mixt,iirc of air and argon wit,h t,hc air k)et,wecn 75 and 90 % o f  t,ot,al 
m i s s  flow. To assiirc cxsy st,art, of  arc arid sufficient, ionizthion in tjhe viciriit,y of  t,hc 
olr:ctrodcs, iirgori gas is ~isod t,o shea.th each electrode disk. Argon also helps to iri1iil)it 
t h t  formatfion of oxides on t8hc clcc:tfrode siirfacc. 
Nozzles 
Thcw art’ two types of nozzles i isd in IHF: asymmctric semi-clliptic riozzlcs ;ind 
axisyrrirnctric conical nozzlcs. With semi-elliptic nozzles, wedgc. typc articles ai(\ 
testctl, arid with conical ri~mles, stagnation point type articles iirc tc.stcd. Dcvthpcd 
for sl)atc~’ sliiitt IC licwt shield tilt research, the asymmetric stmi-elliptic nozzlcs iirv 
iiscd to  test large flat surfaces in high temperatiire boundary layer flows. The scmi- 
elliptic nozzlc is 81.3 cIn (32”) wide and the ratio of riozzle width to height is 41. 
Tho semi-cllipt ic nozzles havc a 6 degrtic) expansion angle, but have an asyninic\tric 
ion that is one half of an ellipse, with the lower surface of the nozzle scrvirig 
as the major axis of  tht  c1liptic;d section. 
A varkty of  axisytmic3tric conical nozzles in the test facilities are used in tlie iirc:jt\t 
complcx. Only oric throat of  6.03 crn (2.375”) is used but several exit ciiarnctcw can 
ht. installcd: 15.2, 39.0, 53.3, 76.2, and 104.1 ern (6, 16, 21, 30, arid 41”). Diicl to 
flcxxiblc arca ratios, and casy &>sign arid manufacturing, coriically shalwtl noszlcs arc 
mow widely iiscd. 
Arcjet Support Systems 
The arc-jet facility requiros powc’r supplies, a deionized cooling water systeni, a high 
pressuro air systcm, arid a steam vaciiiirn system. A 20 MW DC power supply, and 
a 120 MW DC powor supply maintain up to 7,500 A at 2,500 V and 16,200 A at 
5.500 V rcq)cctivc+y Dcionizvti water is iised for cooling of  the arc heatcrs, niodcl 
supporters, noazlcs, ctc. Tht. high prc iirc air system has a compressor and storagc 
systcms with ii ciistribiitioI1 network to  provide primary test gas to  the hc3tc.r. The 
steam vacuum systtm exliaiists a high mass (0 23 kg/sec or 0.5 lb/sec) flow with a 
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pressure near 7.9 x atni or 0.6 rriTorr during arcjet, opcrc d t '  1011. 
DC electric discharge and gas conditions 
The gas is heated by the DC-arc in the coIist.rict.or tube before it, is expanded into 
the test cabin. A high DC voltage between two clectrotlcs is applied, and in the 
constrictor tube between the clectrodes, the conductivit,y of the test gas and small 
amount of argon makes the electric field roughly 20 V/c:m - 30 V/cm. Electrons and 
ions are accelerated in the applied electric field, m(l collisions with heavy neutral 
particles dccclcrato clcctrons and ions, ha t ing  the gas. At, high pressures, there are 
sufficient, collisions for the electrons, ions, and Iieiitral particles to reach equilibrium. 
In the arcjet heater, t,he temperature range is 6,000 K - 8,000 E;. and the pressure 
range is 2 atm - 8 abm during normd operation. 
Test cabin flow conditions 
High pressure fluid in the arc heat,cr expands through coIivcrgin~-diverginff nozzlc. 
As the hot gas exparids through thc: converginlr;-diverging nozzle to the test cabin, 
the flow accelerates to  5 - 10 km/s, the pressure drops to 0.001 atni - 0.01 atm, and 
the translational temperature drops to a value in the range 500 K - 1,500 K. The 
test cabin condition is matched to the conditions expected for reent,ry. Typically, the 
IHF runs with a rnach numbcr betwoen 5 and 7.5, its total cmthalpy approaching 46.4 
MJ/kg (20,000 Btu/lbm). 
1.4 Overview of arcjet plasma diagnostics 
Test articles, constructed to reprtwrit local spscecra.ft st,rii(%iires, are tested in t.he 
hypersonic arcjet flow to uriderstantl the capability of the rnat,c:rials and structures 
to withstand the anticipated local flight erivironment. The correlation between test 
condition and t,he flight condition is determined by cornparing t,hc predicted local 
flight, environment to the arcjet flow enviroriment . Unclc?rst,anding this arcjct envi- 
ronment requires complcx analyt,ical and expcrimcnt,al pro(:c:dures, and is based on 
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niirricrical siniulat,ion. Thc: a,(:(:iira,cy of the simiilat,ions dcpcrids on tjhe a(bi1it-y t,o r r i m -  
siirc t,lie flow propcrt,ic.s tlo t,c:st, t,he siniiilat,ion resiilt,s. Howctver, because of ha,rsh, 
riori-ecliiilibriiir~i, nori-iiniforrn. a,nd fliictiiating conditions, flow ch;trac:terizat,ion has 
been a cha,llenging task. Tlic niain clia.gnost,ics roiit,iricly uscid include nicasiir(:rri(tnt8s 
of hctat, flux, prcssiirc, siirfa,c:c t,ctnipc?ra,t,iire. Howcv(?r, rcc:cnt,ly there has heen in- 
crt?ii,s(!d interest in iirid(.rst,~iaiclirig the (:ompositlion of t,licx flow and it.s int,eract,ion wit,li 
t,licrninl protection rriat,ori;ils. This has led to a fcw st,iiclic:s w1iic:li implcnicrit, moclcrn 
roscopic and las(ir clia,gnosti: t,t:c:liriiqiics in t,lw arc:jct, fxilit,ics, and has lt?wd tJo 
t,lic work in t,his t,lic?sis t,o dcvc:lop diode laser l);~~scd scrisors for roiit,inc IrioIiitoring of 
t,he arcjet,. 
1.4.1 Diode laser based plasma diagnostics 
Diode laser 1)asc~l traw gas s(w,ors have 1)ee.n applicd to harsh environmcrits [4, 51. 
Tiina1)lc diode lasor absorption sI)e‘c’troscopy(TDLAS) has a great potential for plasma 
cliagnost ics becaiistl diodc 1asc.r bwsd scnsors itit’ cornpact, rugged, non-int riisivc, 
sensitive. anti qiiantitativt. 
The High Tempcratiirc Gasdynamics Laboratory (HTGL) hats lvad tlwclopiiicnt 
of plasma diagnostics wit 11 scrniconductor lastrs since thcl carly 1990’s and diffcwnt 
types of plasmas wort stiidi(d with TDLAS and LIF. Bacr [C;, 8, 71 stiidicd air plas- 
IIias wit h NIR tliodc lastw. Hc measured thc tcnipcwture and the nurnber density 
of Ar using tiinablc’ dioclc lawr absorption spcctros(wpy at 811.5 nm in an rf plasrnri 
torch Using lascr-indiiccd fliiorwcence at 810.4 m i ,  liv also niwsiired the popiil a t 1011 ‘ 
t(mperature and electron riiirri1)cr density. Charig [9] mmmrcd the concentrat ion and 
t he temperature of atomic oxygen at 777.4 nni with tiiriablc diode laser absorption 
spectroscopy. Cedolin [ 101 stiicfcd xenon Hall-t hriistcr. Hc rrieasiired the concentra- 
tion, the temperatiirc., and the velocity of the cxcitcd state xmon and a metastable 
statc with a scmicordiictor laser at 824 nni am1 828 11111. 
Industrial plasnia-ctc.hing rcactors liavc also 1 ) c c ~ i  st iidicd with tunabltl diodc 1;tst~ 
absorption spectroscopy. Siin [ 111 rrieaiiicd etching gas and etch product for endpoint 
ction [la] in the early 1990’s Haverlag [ 131 111(~1ir(~l  sp i t  tcring gas teinperatiiro, 
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and at Stanford, etching gases, HBr [14], HC1 [15], and HF [16], were measured wit,h 
a wavelength modulation technique. 
Matsui [ 17, 18, 191 in Japan st,iidied translational t,emperature in arc-heat,er plumrts 
using diode laser absorption spectroscopy. A few ArI lines (840.46 nm, 842.40 nm, 
852.10 nm, and 240.81 nm) and one 01 line (777.89 rim) were studied. He found 
t,Iiat the translational teniperat,ure increases wit'h laser intensity even though inho- 
mogencaus broadening thctory predicts no changc in Dopplcr width. Also he found 
t,hat t.ranslationa1 temperittiires in the plume may differ I)ct,ween different species, 
which is one of the typical phenomena of a noIi-eqiiilibriurri flow. For example, the 
translational temperature of oxygen at,oms can be higher than that, of argon atonis by 
25 to 63 %. Moreover both temperatmes are far different from CFD analysis, which 
underpredicts the temperature by it wide margin . 
1.4.2 Plasma diagnostics in the NASA Ames arcjet facilities 
Scott [20] surveyed measurements of flow properties in the arcjet facilities before 1993, 
arid these measurements are summarized in Table 1.1. Many of  the diagnostics in 
the early work are intrusive. Probes for stagnation point pressure, heat flux, and 
electron temperature are inserted in the flow before the test model is inserted into 
the hypersonic flow. Some probe diagnostics are not time resolved, and cannot detect 
any changes during the material test. Non-intrusive optical diagnostics also have 
been successfully applied. Optical emission spectmscopy (OES) with an equilibrium 
assiirnption gives rotational, vibra,tional, electronic tcnipera.tiires in the test cabin. 
OES is simple and can Ineasurct multiple species. However, in rnariy cases, the spectral 
width is instrument, limit,ed, and scanning thc wide spectral rmge takes a significant 
amount of time, and docs riot provide the needed time reso1ut)ion. Laser-indiiwd 
fluorescence (LIF) , especially t,wo photon LIF has bwn used for spat,ially resolved 
concentration, ternperature, and cven velocity in t.he tcst cabin. However, due to 
complex experirncntjal procedures, t,wo-photon LIF will not become a routine sensor 
tn monitor the arcjet [21, 221. 
In this tlicsis, diode lasor absorption sensors are dttsc:riI)ctl t,o monitor N, 0, Cii, 
12 
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Ar, and K. 
Copper concentration 
The\ plamia is cont arninatod hy copper vapor evaporat irig from the water-coolcd c’op- 
pcr clcctrodes and the (wrist rictor tiibe. and the c*oppcr concwitration is an irnportmt 
parttmcter for arcjct opcratiori. First, cxtmsivt c ~ p p t ~  vapor might changc (.1( 
corichic*tivity of thc plasma in thv lioater. Sworid, the ratc of el( rode erosion (1ctc.r- 
niincs maintenance sc4icdiilc. Arid t hird. if t lit c o p p ( ~  concwit rat ion is high (w)iigh, 
the mod& of flow coriditioii on thv test oljject could lw in significant error. 
Previously, thcl copper contarninat ion was m w i i r d  by: weighing elcctrodt. as- 
scmblios, emission s p c t  ros(wpy, arid int riisivc. mcasiircxicrit dcviccs. However, ( w l i  
of these rriclthods provicictl cwntradicstory and nori-rcyrocliic.il)lc results. Therc is cur- 
rent ly no commonly cstablishctl and acceptcd st a~idard for cictcmiina tion of c*oppcr 
(*ontarnination in tht. flow strcarn. Proviolis rcscwc-li snggvsts that when the local 
heat transfer rate is less than 40 MW/m2, ricithcr thc constrictor nor electrock wall 
erode. If the 01 ric disc*hargo fluctuates, howwcr. tlw instantaneous heat transfer 
rate can be much highcr arid trosion may occur. At high prwsiire (w 100 atm) arid 
with low L/D (lengtli/tiiam( r N 20), the averago copptll t*iosioii lepoited up to 200 
ppm by mass and 110 ppm by mole [23] into the total mass flow. The most corrirrion 
met hod to memire copper conccntration is to wcigh t hc electrode asseml~lios, hut 
this only gives averaged data, and must tw don(. aftcr dissonibling the cntirc. arcjvt 
hrmtcr package. Anot hcr rrict hod is to coniyarc’ coppc’r opt ical emission intensit ics 
at 324 or 327 rim with other air emission linos. This actiriomctric method cari lw 
inaccurate for quantitative copper conccntration. In the test cabin, the flow is not 
ecliiilibrium. and thc clwtroriic tclmperatiirc~s of cadi spc’cics can be different, which 
further confuses the prcdict ion of copper emission (lata. In addition OES rcquirc.s 
a absolute intensity calibration to obtain qiiantitativc data, and in the IHF hcatcr 
the calibration procoss rnay be qiiitc difficult and changes with time. For exa~riplc, it 
sapphire window cari lwcomc dirty, and t he emission sigrial may decrease evcry run, 
evcri though the condition rcrriairi constant. 
In this thesis copper is monitorcd by a diode li-tst~ ahorption sensor in the hcator. 
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Table 1.1: Various Arciet, flow uar 
I Parameters 
E nt halp-y l------ 
Rotational temperature of molecules 
Vibrational temperature of molecules 
Static ternperat,iire of electrons 
Static temperat,ure of gas 
Velocity 
Electron density 
l------ CoIit arniriation 
ncters and diagnostics techniques 
Measurenient technique 
Pitot vrobe with w x m - e  transducer 
Gardon gauge 
S l i i ~  calorirrietttr 
Energy balance 
Sonic t hroat t,cr:hniquc 
Heat flux and stagnation pressure 
Mass spectrometer probe 
Emission spectroscopy 
Emission spectroscope 
Laser-induced fluorescence 
Electron beam fluorescence 
Emission spectroscopy 
Ahsorption spectroscopy 
Laser-induced fluorcsct?~icc 
Electron beam fluorescence 
Emission spectroscopy 
Continuum spectroscopy 
Doppler profiler 
ThoInson scattering 
Electrostattic probes 
Laser-induced fluorescence 
Electrostatic probes 
Doppler lascr Thomson scatt,ering 
Doppler laser-indiiced fliioresce~ice 
Electrost,at,ic probes 
Contimiurn iritcrisity 
Stark line t)roadening 
Weighing clectrodc rtsscmblies 
s pc.c t roscopy 
Intrusive rri(:asiirmicnt, devices 
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Tlic In(’asiir(’irif~Iits rcporttd here illiistratc t hc potential for reliable, non-intrusive, 
rcd-tirnc. cliagnost ics to monitor plasma properties such as composition, ttrIip(~ratiirc, 
and contmiiriat ion lcwls iisirig tiinablc diode lascr absorption sptlct roscopy(TDLAS) 
as a suisor stratclgy. 
Atomic nitrogen and oxygen concentration 
With sirnplc optical cwission spc~ctrosc~opy, multiple species can 1 ) ~  monitored by 
scaririirig o v ( ~  rclativcly largc. spc’ctral range. Howtvcr, thc. atomic spc’ctral wiclt h is 
iisiiiilly nttrrowei than tlic irist riimcntal width. To achieve narrow instriirncntd width, 
a Fabry-Punt transmission filtcr car1 be used. h i t  this requircs extra (lata acqiiisit ion 
timc The riiri tinic. of thc IHF is as short as 20 sec at 150 MW, and traditional OES 
is limittd Especially in th t  test cabin, atomic species in excited states cascade down 
to thc lomw statc\s clcylcltirig t.xcittd statcs. OES gives information of thc. cxci td  
states h i t  (’anriot providc information on the metastable states or the ground st 
Bccaiisc only a small fraction of the atomic species are in the excited statcs after 
expansion, emission is wcwk in thc. frec strcam. 
To ;tcccss groiind state atomic species in tho test cabin, twtrpliotori-cxcitRt ion 
laser-inciiiccd f l i i o r ~ s ( ~ ~ ~ i c ~  has 11ecri employcd The transit ions from t hc groiind st at(> 
of atomic. nitrogen and atomic oxygen are in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) range. 
TwtrI)hoton-c\xc.itatioIi is iisd to excite the ground statt  atoms to the cxcitcd statw 
using a11 ultra violct (UV) soiircc which emits at half of the transition freqimicy. 
Atomic nitrogcn and oxygen are thc main species in the air plasma. Diode lascr 
ahsorption scIisors arc uscd to nionitor cxcited elect ronic states of atomic oxygc’ri 
and nitrogen. These &iorption Ineasiircmcnts provide real-time quantitative. data 
without cdil>ration. Singlephoton absorption by t h t  ground e1 roriic state for the 
atomic species in the plasma is in the UV and the VUV, where diode lasers arc’ not 
available. Thc groiind statcs for most atomic species of air plasmas are not acccssi1)lc 
due to limitations in availablc wavclcngth. The atomic species in mctasta1)lc states 
or in cxcittd statcxs art acccssi1)lc with ntm-infrared lasers. In the arc licater, rcliablc 
absorption rriwsiirCrri(3iits of atomic oxygen arid atomic nitrogcn a r t  conducted to 
provide thc conccnt rations of the cxcittd s ta t t  and the population teriiperaturt. 
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Argon concentration 
To operate arcjet, facilitics, argon is added to the plasma in the NASA Ames facilties. 
Argon gas is only 1 % in ambient air; however to rriaintain the conductivity of the 
plasma, to sheath elcctrodcs, arid t,o inhibit oxide formation, 5 to 25 % of the flow is 
composed of argon. Gericrally OES is most often chosen to monitor argon. However, 
tiiiririg the material t,ests, fast diagnostics are required to yield data during a short 
st,art-up period of 10 to 20 sec. Also, OES cannot measure metastable stat,es or the 
ground state. The conccnt,ration of metastd)le st,at.es can indicate how much energy is 
stored in the electric energy stat.es, which may irrip;ict, cstimat.es of the total ent halphy 
of the flow. Previous research to measure the total enthalpy of the flow by NASA 
Ames assumed that all atomic species were in the ground state. However, because 
of t,he extra argon added to the NASA AIMS a,rc:jet, there is a concern that the total 
enth'alpy of the flow in the test cabin might be altered by a large concentration of 
argon in metastable stat8e excited states. 
Absorption nieasureriients of two argon transit,ions from different niet,astable stat,es 
are used here to monitor the start-up period and to set an upper limit on thc J num- 
ber density of the metastable states in thc tost cabin. Two transitions in NIR are 
scanried with a single diode laser. The ratio of two transitions provides the excitation 
temperature, and the i1Ategrat.d absorbance provides the population of metastable 
states. 
1.4.3 Previous plasma diagnostics at NASA Ames 
Spectroscopy-based plasma diagnostics liave prcwiously been rcported for the NASA 
Arncs facilities. Therc are two arcjets: t,lie antrodynamic heating faci1it)y (AHF) and 
the interactive heat.ing facility (IHF) . Both havc! t,lie same configuration hut opemte 
with tlifferent conctitiom: t,he AHF is operatjrd with up to 20 MW and t,hc IHF with 
up to 60 MW. 
Significant effort lias Ixen niade to rneasiir(i t,he propertties of the flow wit,h laser- 
induced fliiores(:eri(:o (LIF) and opt.ica1 omission spectroscopy (OES) in the AHF 
[24, 25, 21, 221. Twtrplioton LIF of at.omic nitrogen has providcd spat.ially resolved 
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groiirid-statc\ riitrogcii c*onccrltratiorl, thc. translational tcmpcrat iire, and thc velocity 
of t hc free. str(xilIIi flow in the test ca1)in. LIF measurcmcwts arc spatially resolved, 
relatively fast, h i t  rcqiiire calibration with A reference cell rrit.~~~iirerric.nts. The large 
1awr systcms and scnsit ive opt irs a ligrirricnt require significant effort and large c a y  
ita1 cost, arid this tho twtrphotori LIF nictwircmc~nts arc not suitable for a roiitinc 
sciisor. OES moasiircnimts havo also 1)w1i rn;;tdtj in the shock laycr to dtterniino tho 
population arid thc. c n c ~ g y  distrihition of cxcitcd states iisirig a film optic c~oiiplccl 
r covc\ring widc spectral rilIlg(’ froni 400 ilm to ‘900 rim with a resolution 
of 5 nm. 
In t lie IHF, only non-opt iml  cliagiiost ics have bwri previoiisly applicd High- 
pressure water-coolcd clwt4l probes. callctl Gardon gaps,  hi\v(\ l w t ~  used to I I ~ ~ ~ L S U ~ ( ~  
heat flux and prossiirc, and the enthalpy is tlicw calciilatcti [2G]. Surface heat flux, and 
stagnation prcssiiro arc rnatchcd to those expected diiring tliv flight. Calorimeters 
are fundarricntal tools to measiirc propcxrtic.s in tlie twt cahn  to correlatc groiind 
test results with flight test predict ioiis, ;md provide empirical data for validation of 
aerothcmial codcs. However t he Gardon calorimeter 11% a large uncertainty. thc heat 
flux measurcrric~rit s and previous slug (xlorinwter measiirunmt s haw a discrepancy 
of 25 %, and rclatiw nieastirenimts diiririg the same test diffcrtd as milch as hy 15 
Yo. 
1.5 Motivation 
Diode laser basscd absorption sensors are dcw\loped here to  tlcrnonst rate t he potcnt i d  
for routine sensing in the arcjct facilities. Most simulation c.odcs assume that the 
heater flow is in equilibrium and dcdiice tcmperatiire from cncrgy balance. Prcscmtd 
here are the first timcresolved rncitsiircmc~nts of the heatcr tcmpcratiire. 
Diode laser a1)sorpt ion sensors (’ari provide a rapid tempc)rat urf3 data rate for tho 
entire process cnabling fluctuations of the kioater t o  be rrionitorcd. Tcmperaturcs 
can he deducrd from different spcci(xs tuid from different physical principles, and 
thcw measurcnicnts validate thc cyiii1il)rium assiimption in the arc heater. Thew 
Ineasiircmcrits can lit. used to  undcrsti-tntl chartges in the plasma its the gm flow and 
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elect,ric current are changed. Finally these measurements lcad to real-t,ime heater 
diagnostics, which can be calihrated to cstublish a proper maintenance scliedule. 
Copper is the dominant contamination in the arcjet facilities, and resu1t)s from 
electrode and constrictor ring erosion. The cont,aniinatiori to the test flow could 
be significant and modification of simulation codes might be needed to include this 
effect. The nieasiirements here show the copper content is small and riot a significant, 
contribution to t,he flow ent,halpy. The elect,rode crosion det,ermines maintenance 
schedule, and the copper scnsor provides a useful estimation of the electrode erosion. 
Observation of transient start-up condit,ions was made in the test cabin. These 
observations placct an upper bound on the metasOable energy content in the test cabin 
flow. 
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Theory 
In this chapter, the basic theory of diode lascr operation is bricfly siurirnariztd. A h  
sorption lineshape thcory is important to  dcsign and interprct thc measurcrricmts 
rcported here. Varioiis broadening and split t irig mechanisms arc’ discussed. Finally 
t he properties of a plasma in local t hcrmal cquilibriuni arc sumrriarized. 
2.1 Fundamentals of diode lasers 
Siricc thclir invcntiori a few dt~wlos ago, diode lasers arc iiow iiscd in qiiantity for 
several very practical applications, for cxarnplc, compact disk (CD) players, digital 
versatile disk (DVD) players, aiitl tclecomniiinicatiori network systmis. Spectroscopic 
mcasurerricwt s using wtivelength- tiiricd diock laser serisoi s have t)tcome a vcry imyor- 
tant rescwcli tool for a wide varicty of harsh cnvironrricwts. Diode Iascrs arc’ (*orripact, 
riigged, easy to  usc, and relativc4y cheap. Fil)cr-coiiplcd lasers ar t  especially easy to 
align for ficld measiiromc~nts. The narrow spcc4ral width and fast tunability make 
diode lasers attractive as a w;~vvc.lt.iigtli-tiiri(~(l optical &m-ptiori  gas seiisor. In this 
thesis, diode lasers will be wavchigt h-t i incd to match wveral atomic* absorption lines 
iri the plasma heatcr arid ttst c;il,in pliimc.. From the. amount of absorption arid the 
spectral shape, thp gas tempcrntiirc will 1 ) ~  cxtractcd. 
18 
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2.1.1 p-n junction 
Light generation inside the p n  junction from energy loss by the conduction band of 
the semiconductor material is the funtlaInenta1 principle of semiconductor lasers. A 
clear arid simple theoretical description can be found in Davis [27], arid inore rigorous 
explanations can be found in Bhattacharya [29]. For dirtict band gap semiconductors, 
the mornentum or wave vector of electron does not change significantly, and much 
more efficient than indirect band gap serniconductors in recombination. Thus, direct 
bitrid gap semiconductors, such as GaAs, are used most often. Tho energy spacing, 
between the lowest u~ifilled states in tlic conduction band and the highest occupied 
states in the valence band, is called the band gap, Eg. The band gap of the active 
region determines the wavelength generated; X = hc/Eg, where h is Plank’s constant 
arid c is tho speed of light. 
n 
-.-.- Fermi-Dirac distribution 
.......... Number density of states 
Number density of electrons 
1.0 -.-.-.-.-.__ 
e 
L 
1 2 EIE, 
Figure 2.1 : Fermi-Dirac distribution, the number donsity of state arid the number 
density of elect,rons in conduct,ion band 
Electrons are distributed according to Fermi-Dirac statistics, as follows. 
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whew EF is callcd the Fumi kvel, which is tho chcmiicd potent ial of  electrons in 
tlic sc.micondiictor. The Fcrnii-Dirac distribution is shown in Fig.2.1. The electron 
conccnt ration in a small enerp,y grid dE is o1)tttintd by miltiplying the niinihcr of 
sttitos by the pro1)ability for an ( k t r o n  to  o (~ i ipy  that state. 
SiInple statisticd mechanics shows that thr. num1)c.r of  states in tlic conductio11 
1)ancl pcr unit voliime with c’nc~-p,y within dE is 
wlicrc. rn; is thc oqiiivaltnt ch- t ron  mass in t hc st.micondiictor and E, is the lowcst 
cnorhy of condiiction hand. Tho niirnber of  deet runs with mcrgy within clE is thc.n, 
d n  = f (E )p (E)dE  (2.3) 
This can be illiistrated graphically as in Fig.2.1. 
For serriicoridiictors, at it ttmperatiirt. T > 0 K ,  a significmit frwt,ion of electrons 
art’ in the conduction band, arid sirnilarly holes are pr(wnt in the valence band. 
Wlit.11 doped with donors, t lit. sc.rniconcluctor is called 11-typc. and whcn doped with 
acceptors, then it’s called p-type. Doping shifts the Fermi level to  the condiiction 
1)and for n-typc and to thc valcnc~ band for p-type. 
Filled electron E, 
E” 
E, 
i c.-- 
n Depletion P n Depletion p 
layer layer 
(4 (14 
Figure 2.2: pn-junct8ion for (a) iin1)iasod (I)) biased 
For a forward biased p n  junction. e x ( ~ s s  carriers arc’ rccombintd in the deplct ion 
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layer, and a conduction band electron falls into an empty valcnce band. Thc excess 
energy is emitted as light. This spontawous emission is the basis for light emitting 
p n  diodes. At a high hias current, there can be a large enough fraction of electrons 
in the conduction band and holes in thc valence band, to produce a population in- 
version. Fig.2.2 shows schematically how forward baising can generate it population 
inversion. This population inversion is required for laser operat ion, as it provides gain 
on t hc stimulated emission, and therefor() gcweratos coherent light. When gain from 
popiilation inversion from stimulated emission excccds cavity loss, lasing is observed. 
The iri.jection current needed to initiatc lasing is called the threshold current. 
2.1.2 Lasers and double heterojunction 
Lasers have three components: gain Iriediiim, optical cavity, and pumping mecha- 
nism, Semiconductor lasers use injection ciirrent to provide pumping, and a narrow 
doped semiconductor layer as the gain mcdiiim. Simple semiconductor lasers use both 
end facets as cavity mirrors, while othcrs such as DFB 1asc:rs use niiilt,iple layctrs of 
dielectric coating as cavity mirrors. 
Lasers are complex structures. For example, to increase recornhination soon after 
crossing the junction, double heterojunction stmctures were developed. A heterojunc- 
tion is a junction of different materials with similar latbice constants. Three different 
crystals, such ifs N-GaAlAs, pGaAs, P-GaAlAs, are assembled [MI. The ptype to 
P-type heterojunction st,ill operates likc traditional diode junction, and of colirse N- 
type to p type  does too. With sufficient forward hasing, pGaAs behaves as a active 
layer, and population inversion in the actt,ivc layer can be achievcd. Schematkally 
this is shown in Fig.2.2. 
Double hctcrojunct ion structures arc also in(klx-giiided. The active layer has a 
hig1ic.r index of refraction than the confining layers, providing excellent transverse 
mode control. 
Currently several cliffwent diode laser architectures are cniployed as gas sensors. 
Cheap but difficult to iise Fabry-Perot lasers havc been rcplacwi with distributed 
feedback (DFB) lasers and vertical cavity surfacc. omitting lasers (VCSELs), which 
22 
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Figiiro 2.3: Double Hctorojunct ion (a) Un1)iasccl (1)) Forwascl-bias and yopiilat ion 
invcwion 
provide single-mode optmtt ion wit h a high siciebantl siipprcssion rat io. VCSELs are 
espwially attrac tivc light soiirws, for thcir wick witvdwgth tuning and low power 
consuinption. Other typos of lawr nrchitc3cture siich as (pant iirn cbascade lnscrs or 
exttwial cavil y lasers liavc btvm also iiscd in many fkld arid lab txpt.rirnent s. How- 
ever, they are not employed in t>xpcrirncnts performd hcrc and will not l~ discussed 
fiirthcr. 
2.1.3 FP lasers 
Fa1)ry-Perot. (FP) lasers are t,he cheapest, iInd simplest. t,ype o f  diode hsers. FP lasers 
haw t,wo cleavcd edgcs, and t,hcsc surfriccs act, as cavit,y mirrors. Bet,wcm t,ho mirrors, 
tlictre is a long st,ripe gain metliiirri wit,li i ) ( ? r~ )~~r i~ i i~ : i i l~~r  current, pumping. Tht?rc is no 
mo<tct-seIecting rnechanisrn except the inch-guided st,ructiirc, thereforcl FP lasnrs tend 
t,o opcrattc.: on mult,iplc cavitjy niodos sirniilt,arieoiisly. Due t,o index-guided structure, 
one or t,wo t,rwnsverst? rnodes mri doininat'c at, ciirrc?nt,s well a h v e  t8hreshold c:nrrentj. 
Usually t,hc oporat,ing t,c?myc?ratiirc? and ciirrcrit, are select,ed ca,refiilly tjo yroniot>e one 
ciomiIiat,e rnodo. In oiir spectlrosc.opic: a,pplic:ation, we h i t ,  oiir uses of FP lasers to 
devic:t?s which can be opt!ratjed singlemock. 
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F P  lasers have a few disadvant,ages: the spectral width (FWHM) of single mode 
lasers is around 40 MHz, which is a few t,irries larger than cornrrion DFB lasers [31]. 
Also F P  lasers ase very sensitive t,o back-reflections; such back-reflections from any 
surface reentering the laser cavit,y causes unstable laser output. Thus, an optical 
isolater is necessary when using a FP lasscr. Anothcr serious problem with F P  lasers 
is hopping between cavity modes when the FP lwers are injection current t.uned 
in wavelength. When injection current increases, the out,put wavelength dc, Y : 1 . eases 
linearly until at  a specific current t,he output wavelcrigth jumps between cavity modes. 
Because the mode spacing is 0.7 nm - 2 nm, rnodchops limit wavelerigth tuning, and 
thus FP lasers should be employed carefully. 
2.1.4 DFB and DBR lasers 
Distributed feedback (DFB) lasers and distributed Bragg grating (DBR) lasers y r e  
vide stable, single spect,ral operation. With a niode selecting structure, niore than 
50 dB sidemode suppression ratios are easily achieved. Commercial DFB lasers have 
the spectral width (FWHM) of 10 MHz, and specially designed lasers can have less 
than 1 kHz I321 with frequency locking. 
DFB lasers and DBR lasers replace. the cleaved face architecture with wavelength 
selective architecture. For example, DFB lasers have periodic structures called Bragg 
reflectors built over a substantial length o f  gain region near the active layer. On t,he 
other hand, DBR lasers use Bragg reflectors at both ends of gain region. Light that 
satisfies the Bragg condition is reflected c?ficiently, and this Bragg condition sclects 
lasing wavelength. 
However, DFB or DBR lascrs are not always the best choice for absorption spec- 
troscopy sensors. For at,omic spectroscopy, sat,urat,ion can h? A serious problem, and 
saturation int,ctnsit,y is proportional to laser linewidth. Thcrctfore the narrow spectral 
width of DFB lasers can have a very small sat,urat,ion intensity. This can broaclen the 
absorption via power lmmdening or dec:roanse the signal to background ratio. And in 
high-pressure and ~iigh-tcrriI)erat,iire nvironments, it, can bc useful t,o scan tlic wave- 
length over a wider range (- 5 cm-') t.0 cover wido absorption feattures. For these 
24 
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wavclcngth agilc applic.atioIis, VCSELs aro pref~~rrtvl over DFB lasers. 
2.1.5 VCSELs 
Nearly 92 96 of  all diodo la,scrs a.ro cdgc! crnit,t,ing. Edge eniit,t,irig lasers use end facets 
or Bragg reflcc:t,ors as cavit,y mirrors, arid light, propagat,ion dircxtion is perpen(1ic:iilar 
t,o t,hc direction of ciirrcrit,. Howcwcr sorric lasers arc t)iiilt, as siirfacc miit, tjcrs, aaid 
vt:rt,ic:al cavity surface c~riit,tirig laacrs (VCSELs) i ~ r c  OIX t,ypc: of surface cmiit,t,ing 
s~rriic:orictiict,or lttscrs. VCSELs lii~vc Iriiilt,iplc diclcx:t,ric c:oat,iIigs on t,op and I)ot,t,orn, 
and light, propagates t,ho same clirc ion i ts c:iirrcntj. Thcsc diolcctjric rc:flcct.ors cmldc 
VCSEL i-trchit,cx:tjiire. Wit,li a, st,a-tc:k of  quw,rt,er wa,v(vc!plat,cw, c:allcd a. Bragg rc?fl(x:t80r, 
reflcc:t8ed light, from one wavcpla.t,c boundary is corist,riict,ively interfered with rt:flcc:tred 
light, from a,not,lier boiinthtry, qimrt,er wavc Bragg rc?flect,ors air(? depict,ctd in Fig.2.4. 
Laser output 
h/4n, 
1 
7 
1 
Active laver -T 
h/4n, 
c - A  
i m-stack of two quarter wave plates 
Current flow 
Figiiw 2.4: S(hmat,ic of VCSEL: gain(act ive) rcgion in thc. center, cavity mirrors of 
qiiartcr wavc plate, and piimping of injwtion ciirrmt 
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solving Maxwell's equation. 
By selocting n1 < n2 and m -20, reflectivity can be larger t'han 99 %. 
VCSELs have several advant,agcs ovcr edge emitting lasers: 1) Due to their much 
smaller size (edge emitting diodes are typically 100 to 200 pm long, 4 p m  wide, and 
0.5 pm high. VCSELs are 5.5 pm high and 1 to 5 p m  diameter), a very large number 
of VCSELs can be fabricated on a given area. 2) VCSELs have large cavity mode 
spacing due to smaller dimension . Therefore single mode operation is more easily 
achieved. 3) Due to the small size and cylindrical shape of ernitking surfact?, VCSELs 
have a circular beam profile unlike the elliptical beam from edge emitting lasers. 
A circular beam has higher coupling cfficiency into an optical fiber than an elliptic 
beam from an edge emitting diode, and this makes VCSELs attractive for sensors and 
telecommixnicat,ioIis. 4) Many VCSELs and electronic circuit,s can be rnaniifwtmed on 
a same wafer. This may make optical computing and optical interconnect applications 
possible. 5) The active layer is small and therefore it has small threshold current, 
or low power consumption. 6 )  VCSELs can have very widc tuning range without 
longitudinal modehop due to large cavity mode spacing and small thermal mass of 
the active volume. Thus VCSELs are attractive for wide tuning measurements such as 
high-pressure or high-temperature gas flows [33]. In the plasma sensors demonstrated 
in this thesis, VCSELs were the laser source of choice when available. 
2.2 Lineshape and broadening 
The intensity of light decrcaxs exponent ially as t hc beam propagates throiigh an 
absorbing medium, known as Beer-Latmbcrt 's law [34]. 
-- I (  4 - exp( -SnL#,) 
IO 
(2.5) 
whcre I(v) is thc transmitted intensity at frequency v ,  Io is the incident intensity, S 
is t hc linestrength of the transition proportional to Einstein B coefficient, and 4 is 
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t hcl liritsliape fiinction. A lintshape function is riormdiatcl so that the integral of a 
1iIicshapc fiinction is unity: .f &du = 1 
Propvr rriodeling of lineshapcs is crucial for qiiwnt it at ive data analysis. General 
forniulat ions of lincshaptl fiinctions can lw rriadc by three approaches: 1) classical 
mcthods 1)astscd on an oscillator rriodcl with the impact approximation, 2) thtx ( p s i -  
classical approximat ion with t he d(wsity matrix met hod, and 3) quant iiin rnwhanical 
mcthocls by solving S(*hroclirigc~r’s cqiiation cwIisideriIig the. relativ(> motion of atoms 
and ptrtiirbing partic1c.s. Thcsc i t r ~  cwiciscly c~xplaincd by Sol)t~111ian [35] and more 
cxtcmsivdy s tudid  by Griem [XI. For ge~ ic~a l  lincshapc.s, no analyt ical forrriiilac arc 
availablc without ;~I)I)roxiniatioris, arid orily niimc~rical sirriiilat ion is possiblc. Unpcr- 
t urbed Hamiltonian and additional potent ids  due to  pcrtiirbing gt~s~scs. iich as ritwtral 
gases, electrons, and ions, are iisc~l to cwlciilate density niatriccs, arid genc~al ine 
shapes consiclering collisions arc’ constru (1 from thc dcnsity matrix. Thc Doppler 
effect can be included with fi.eqiie1ic.y shift clue to velocity and averaging over vdocity 
with a Maxwcllian weighting. Howwer, gcnc\ral lincshwpc. theory is 1)cyond the scope 
o f  this short summary, and for tlic practicxl applications here only a few dominant 
l>roadening mechanisms and corrcsponding lincshapcs arc nccdccl. 
Thew iirc two typc’s of brondcning: homogmwus which influcnccs t he entire distri- 
biit ion of absorbers, and inhomogeneous which infliienccs cach subset of thc absorber 
distribiit ion differently. These different physical mechanisms haw different influence 
over the a1)sorhcr (list ribution, and t hertforcl result in different lincshapes. Some of 
t he most common 1)roadening mcc*hanisms are disciisscd here: nat iiral broadcning, 
Doppler l)roaderiing, Stark broadening, van der Waals l)roadcning, rcsonancc broad- 
ening, and power 1)roadening. 
2.2.1 Natural broadening 
Natural linc hroadcming is a fiinctarriental 1)roadeniIig rolatd with the radiat ivv decay 
rates of states involvcvl in a transition. One form of the Htiscmherg unctrtairity 
principlc is AtAw M 1. A finitc lifetime, which is the inverse of the radiativc decay 
rate, then is related to  a finitc iiriccrtainty of the transition frcqiiency. This was 
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classically described by Dcmtroder [37] arid key results are surrirriarized here. A 
cffective darnping constant is defined as 
in situations whew spontsncoiis decays to various levcls m’ and n’ iirc possible from 
upper (m) and lower (n)  lwcls of the transition. The lineshape is a, Lorentzian profile 
with a full width half maximum (FVC’HM) of y as Eq.(2.7) 
I(w - w,) = I0&L(W - G o )  (2.7) 
and 
(2.8) 1 Y 
271. (w  - wo)2 + (7/2)2 (P&J - WO) = - 
The transitions coiisidercd here have a lower st ate that is either a long lifetirric 
metastable state or the ground state, and an upper state with a lifetime of order 
10 ns. The correspoIiding natural width is of ortfcr 16 MHz for such transitions. 
Other mcdirtriisms, such its Doppler, Stark, van dcr Waals, or resonance broadening, 
result in significantly broitder lineshapes, and are thus more dominant than natural 
broadening with the work discussed here. 
2.2.2 Doppler broadening 
In equilibrium. thc velocity distribution of ii gas follows Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. 
The velocity distributit)n is Gaussian and tlie c~orrespoxicling nornidi;l,cd lineshape is 
Gaussian as in Eq.(2.9) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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111 a plasriiii, ospwially iit low-pressiiro, Doppler 1)roidening is oric of the most 
clomiriant 1)roadcning mwhanisrns. Howwt~ ,  at high-prtxwrc or A high clectron den- 
sity plasma, othcr mcchanisrris must bc considcrcd. 
2.2.3 Van der Waals broadening 
Van d ~ r  Waals 1)roaclcning is N ( ~ ) r r i r i i o r i  1)rotdcming nicchmism for collisions lwtw(wi 
ri(vitra1 gases (oftm c.allcc1 pr(wiire broaclcwirig). Thc v m  dcr W;tals potcrit ial is 
gcncw~lly niotlclccl RS a L~~oIi~ir(l-.Jori(~s n/R12 - b/R“ potcmtial, atntl for long rtingc. 
intcnct ion, only - b / P  is importarit. Brccricx [38] approxiinatcd the 1)roadcniiig width 
(FWHM) arid shift (-lii(. to van tlcr Waals c + h t  as: 
w = 2.68Ngb21”iY15 (2.11) 
d = 0.‘37Ngb 215-315 v (2.12) 
The half width half rriaximirn (HWHM) 7u and linc shift d w ( w  also cst,imatcd 
(2.13) 
d M -1/3u! (2.14) 
(2.15) 
where Ng is the niirnbcr dcrisity of the pcrtur1)iIig gas, v is the velocity of the radiator, 
me is t hc mass of t lie el ron. Ep is the w.citation ericqg o f  the pcrtiirbcr, E H  is thc 
ionization energy o f  hydrogvn,A, is thc Iiciitral radiator’s ionization cncxrgy, Ea is the 
cnc~gy of the upper level of thr. transition. and la is thv orbital angiilar rnonirrit iim 
cliiantiirri numlwr of this lcvc~l Comparison of Eq(2.12) and Eq.(2.14) allows the 
cot@icient for Lwnard- Jones potc>ntial to 1 ) ~  ostiniat(d. 111 high-temycrature plasma 
roscopy, van der Waals broadening 1s t hrcv. ortlcrs miitller than Doppler or Stark 
l)roadcning, and is iisually ncglcctcd. 
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2.2.4 Resonance broadening 
Another collision lxoadcning mctchiism is possible when the collision partmr is 
identical to the target species. This becomes important8 for absorption or emission, 
when the initial state of the radiat,or has a direct transition to the ground state. 111 
cont,rat to other types of collisiori broadening, resonance broadening is independent 
of velocity, and tjhe lineshape rcniains nearly Lorentzian. Linewidth (FWHM) due to 
resonance broadening wits approxirnatcd ;LS [39] : 
(2.16) 
where Ng is the number density of thc ground state, gg and gi are the dcgcneracy 
of ground and initdial state of radiator respectively, fga is the oscillator strcngth of 
a t8ransitjion bet,ween ground state and initial state of radiat.or, and wig is the corre- 
sponding frequency. The oscillator strcngth for the transition from metast,able st.attes 
to the ground st,atc! is small and resonance broadening can bo ignored. 
2.2.5 Stark broadening 
Electrons and ions co-exist with neut,ral atoms in partially ionized gases. Collisions 
with electrons are a rnore irnportant broadening mechanism than collisions with neu- 
tral species in partially ionized plasmas. The potential betwecn neutral radiators 
and charged particles is rnodeled as cq/ R4. The Coulomb potential between charged 
particles is c1 / R ,  and thc corresponding interaction is described by the lincar and 
quadratic ternis from the Stark effect. Tho liriear Stark effect causes only broaden- 
ing however, the quadratjic Stark effect csuses broadening, shift, and asymmetry in 
lineshape. ,4 inore rigorous approach <:an bc made wit,li calculations of clect,ron in)- 
pact and local ion microfields. Readers may refer t,o Griem [40] for det,ails. Howcvctr 
Seaton's [41] c?rripiri<:al forrnulan? for N and 0 can be used within a factor of 2. 
The Stark broadcning witft,h (FWHM) due to collisions with clectrons (tan be 
estimated as [41]: 
= 3.41 ( R ~  + (1'/104)'.~~ (2.17) 
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whew R, and R, arc’ the quantities using f valiics. 
Anot1ic.r approximation frorn the (11iasi-cl;issical calciilation by Sobclrrian [35] gives 
lint shape. 1)roiidc~riing (HWHM) and shift: 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
whcrt. a. thcl radiiis of the radiator. Ry is tmergy diffcrcmw for Rydbcrg line, A E  is 
tlic ciicrgy diffcicncc between upper and lower state, arid f is the oscillator strength. 
H o w ( ~ r ,  Stark broadening for most atomic specits may not simply estimated from 
Eq.(2.17) or  Eq (2.18). Instcad iisiially each spectral liric is individually nurnc~rically 
calciilatcd [39, 401. 
By extracting homogencoiis broadening width frorn a spwtrd  lincshapc, Stark 
broadcnirig (’a11 1)c iised to extract electron density if othcr parttrnckrs, such as elec- 
t r o ~ i  tempwat iiic and neutral pressure, arc mcwm-td iric1c~)cndcntly. 
2.2.6 Transit-time broadening with a Gaussian beam 
A Gaiissian beam profile is usiially acccytcd for a singlcrnodc 1awr h a m  operating 
in fiindmicnt a1 mode. A fast moving gas travcwirig th t  1)cani perpendicular t o  the 
direction of t)eaIn propagation. has a limitccl transit-time to  interact with the beam; 
this is anothcr line lmadcning mechariisni. Shirnoda [42] showed that the broadened 
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lineshape is Gaussian wit#h FWHM w 
w = l M ( v / D )  (2.22) 
where v is the velocity of bhe gas, and D is the bcam diameter. In free space diode 
laser absorption experiments, usually beam diameter is order of 1 nim. In the test 
cabin of the IHF, tho transit-time broadening is IriaximiiIri. With the gas velocity 
of 10 km/sec, transit-time broadening is only 90 MHz, which is far less than ot>lier 
broadening mechanisms arid can be neglectcd here. 
2.2.7 Voigt lineshape 
If broadening nitxhanisms are independent, different, line profiles must be convoluted 
to get a correct lineshape. For example, if the Gaussian Doppler broadening and 
Lorentzian collision broadening are both important,, t,hen the convolut,ion of two line- 
shapes produces a Voigt profile. 
The normalized lineshape of the Voigt profile is called Voigt function, V ( a , w ) .  
Here a. is the Voigt parameter defined as a ratio of a collision broadening width, Avc, 
to a Doppler broadening width, AVD: 
(2.24) 
For a << 1, the liricshape is close to Gaiissian, and for a >> 1, then the lineshape is 
close to Lorcntzian. The normalized wavenurnber w is dcfincd as: 
(2.25) 
The Voigt profile can bc approximated by complex fimctions [43] but, usually it is 
calculated niimoric.ally [44]. 
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2.2.8 Power broadening 
At low laser intensity. the population change by the iritcraction with the field is neg- 
ligilde. Therefore, spontancoiis emission or absorption is indcpcmdent of the laser 
intmsity. However at high lxwr iritcmsiticxs, the lower state of a species involved 
in N transition m i  be clcplctcd mcl significwit changes can be olwrved in absory 
t ion or spont aneoiis cwiissiori. Tho c.1imgc.s in signal incliidcs 1)roatlcwing arid peak 
al)sor1)atIice. and arc diff(wnt for 1iomogc.ric.onsly and inliorriogcnc~oiisly 1)roadcncd 
spcctral lines. 
Saturation intensity for closed two level system 
As cxplained by Demtrotlcr[37]. tlic population of statcs for thc a1)sorption from 
ground state or metastaldt statcs (m be approximated its a clostd two level system. 
Two closed level systcm has r i o  rolaxatiori to other levels, i is  shown Fig.2.5. The rate 
Figiirc. 2.5: Two closed level system 
(2.26) 
The difference of population bctwcwi two states, A N  can lw t~xprcsstd with spectral 
energy density, p( v) , rclaxittiori (wristiirits, R1 and R2, and Einstein's I3 cocfficients, 
B12 and € I z l ,  with steady statc assumption, AS Ey.(2.27). 
(2.27) 
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The unsaturated population differcwc is given as 
(2.28) 
If we assume spontaneous emission is the only relaxation rricchanism, and colli- 
sional excit,ation is negligible, then R2 = AZ1 and R1 = 0. Hcre A21 is Einstein's A 
coefficient. 
Then t,hc saturation spectral criergy density is the energy density when A N  = 
A N 0 / 2 ,  anti given as Eq.(2.2'3) with the relationship of glB12 = g2B21: 
W-ith the relation bctween A21 and &I 
t3nhv3 
A21 = (c3) B2l 
the saturation intensity is written as 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
Saturation intensity for closed two level system 
For excited states, the saturation should hc modeled with open two level encrgy model 
which allows for the loss from the lowclr level. For the sirriplest opo~i two level system, 
the system diagrani is presented in Fig.2.6. 
111 this model, only relaxation to thc groiintl state is considered. The rate equations 
are 
-- - -B1SPN1+ B21~Nz - R l N l +  RzN2 + R O N ~  dN1 
d t  
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
where No is thc ground state population. 
When transit tinic or diffusion timc is rnuch larger than cbxcitcd rchxation times, 
34 
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w1iic.h is in rnany (YLWS, it steady state assiirnpt ion can be applied. Thr\ niirnl~cr density 
of ground statc is largc cwoiigh that population c*h:tngcl of upper stat(> docs not cffect 
ground statc population. Thcrcforc No can bc considered a constant. 
The population cliffm3nce in st,ca?dy stat(. is givcn as 
The iinsatmatod population differcw.cl is obtained by setting p = 0. and 
The satiiratJion dcnsit,y is given similarly to Eq. (2.29), 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
Again. with thc itssuniption that si~~llllti~~ic~olis mission is thc only rclaxation 
process, Rz = AZ1. Sirnilarly, the saturation intcmity is written as 
Au,c 
(2 - 92/91) 
I ,  = psAuLC = (y) (2.37) 
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Saturation lineshap e 
When the intensity of thc laser bcarn is comparable with saturation intensity, the 
lineshape of absorption or fluorcscence is changed. Siegrnan [45], Derridrodcr [37], 
and Davis [27] all prescrit saturated lineshapes in detail. Note that inhomogeneous 
and homogeneous broatlcriirig mechanisms show different lineshapes. 
In the inhomogeneous case, the saturated absorption lineshape 4s(w) is given: 
(2.38) 
where +O (w) is unsatmated absorption lineshape, S, is saturation parameter in the 
linecenter, defined as S, = 1,,,,,,/1,, wliere Ice.ater is the laser intensity at the center 
of a transitlion. Therefore a Guussiari lineshape is st'ill Gaiissian, with only amplit,ude 
decrease by a factor of \/l+s, while keeping t'he linewidth the same. 
For the homogeneous case, the sat,urated lineshape is more complcx. A Lorentzian 
lineshape remains Lorentzian, but the amplibude of absorption dccreases while the 
linewidth increases. 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
For a Lorentzian lineshape, the linewidth is broadened by a factor of Jm as 
Ecl. (2.41). 
(2.41) 
When collision broattlcning is riot' negligible a,nd the intensity o f  the probe latser is 
comparable wit.11 saturation intensity, then, the lineshape tcnds to broadened. How- 
ever the Doppler broatlcnctd component is unchanged. 
For a Voigt profile, thct lineshape is a convolution of t.he hoInogeneously 1)road- 
ened Lorentzian function and thc inhomogeneously broadened Gaussian fiinction. As 
may be expectcd, the peak intensity ckcrcases while t,lie s p e c t d  width increases 
for a saturated Voigt profilc. When broadening mechanisms are indepenclcnt,, only 
36 
N* N** 
Saturation 450 160 
Wavelength, nni 824.2 856.8 
intensity, pW/rnm2 
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0** Cii* 
777.2 793.3 
210 500 
the hornogcncoiis component is broactencd while thc iriliorrio~~~nc~oiis c mponent is 
iinc~hi~~igctl. Thiis the Voigt parameter a, incrtascs 
a, = a o J l  + s, (2.42) 
whew a' is thci iinsatiirattct Voigt parameter. 
Thcreforc\ tho satiiratcd Voigt lineshape can tw writ tcn: 
(2.43) 
whcrc +o,Vozgt(0) is the iirisaturated lincshnpc~ at tlic writor 
B(1caiisc of possiblv saturation in the hc~atc~i. t h t  lascr intcnsitics iiscvl in the ex- 
pcxrimcnts wcrc attcniiated below 10 '% of satiiratiori intcmsitiw for cadi transition, 
talmlntcd in Trt1)h~ 2.1. For low intensity al)sorptiori, power tm)aderiirig can be n e  
glcctcd within the uncertainty of 5 %. 
Thc lincwidth (FWHM) in the hcatcr is tabulattd in Table 2.2. In the hcater, the 
temperature is high arid the Doppler broadcning is significant. However, pressure is 
also high, and prcssurc broadening must also lw considtwtl. 111 the test cabin, the 
yrcssiirc is low and the temperature is relativvly high. Transitions from metcastable 
states or groiirid state in thc test cabin are rnostly 1)roatlcricd by Doppler broadening. 
Stark broadcning is negligible, diie to  srriall th . t ron  density in the partially ionized 
air plasma. 
. 
Wavelength ( m i )  
Dopplci** 
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N N 0 cu 
824.2 856.8 777.2 793.3 
5.62 5.40 5.57 4.05 
37 
1.31 1.32 0.96 
lire w a  assumed xs 6,500 K 
2.2.9 Zeeman effect 
In a magnetic field, a transition can be split into rriultiple lines, and this phenomenon 
is called Zeeman splitting. The physics of Zeeman splitting can be explained by a clas- 
sical description. The orbit, of an electron around t,he nucleus is equivalent to a small 
electric current loop and thus produces a magnetic mornerit. In an applied rnagnetic 
field, the different angular momenturn sub-levels, which have a different magnetic 
moment, are split by this field. To the first order approximation, t,lie split,t,ing is 
proportional to the strength of magnetic field. 
Quantum mechanics limits the angular momentum to certain discrete directions. 
These magnetic suhlevels M of the angular moment,um J in the direct,ion of the field 
can be only an integral or half-iIitegral multiple of h/27r. As the energy of electron in 
a magnetic field is discrete and because of discn energy levels, the magnetic field 
(:an split a single transition liric into multiple lines. 
Because the electron splitting is usually 1000 times larger than nuclear splitt,irig, 
we only consider electron splitting effect, in a magnetic field. 
The Zeeman effect is categorhd as: riormal ZeeInan eff(tc:t, anomalous Zeeman 
effect, and strong Zecman effect. The normal ZmrnaIi e& occurs for singlets in 
a weak magnetic field. The anomalous Zeeman effect is obscrvd for all sta,tes that, 
are not singlet in a weak rnagnebic field. The anonialoiis Zeernan effect includes a 
t,errn, called Laride's g factor, which considers both a~igiilar monientum and spin rno- 
mentum. In a strong magncrtic field, the anomalous and normal effects combine to 
. 
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1)ecome the strong Zccman cffcct . Angular (L) and spin (S) clt~ctron momenta l)cc*omc 
iincwiiplcd, and instcad o f  total angular momcntiirn (.J), to  the first approximation, 
two quantum niimlwrs for arigiilar and spin t k t  ron niomt~nt iim ar t  quant iztd iri- 
dcpcridently. Each qiianturn nurnber is thtii, ML = -L,  -L + 1, . . -, L - 1, L and 
M s  = -S, -S + 1, . ., S - 1, S.  The energy lcvcd for givon M L  and MS is 
it,, :tnd o is the 
(2.44) 
mwssiorid 
frcquoncy called Larnior frtyiicncy. Qiiant i i r r i  rnt&wnic~s only i-tllows t hc transit ions 
ion riilc of AML = 0. *l, AMs = 0, arid M s  = 0 to  hfs = 0 is not 
allowcd. 
Morc rigorous treatnicrit proctuccs a11 eiicrgy ltvc~l with a correct ion term for L and 
5’ interaction. This term can incrcaw the total niinibcr of lines, while space 1)ct w(wi 
transitions arc. still in t typ of  ho. 
In thc Amcs arcjet, then. arc both constant arid rotating magnetic fields. The 
arc attachment to thc clt roc1c.s is constantly rotated 1)y a ciirrcnt induced rnatgnc.tic* 
ficld in the heater to  stabilize thc plasma and to  corifinc the plasma near the cor(’ of 
the flow. Four turns of coil inside the electrodes with high current induces a strong 
magnetic field. Therefore the ZceIrian effect must tw considcrcd in a lincshatpc analysis 
for all measurerncnts. 
2.3 Equilibrium plasmas 
At the elevated tcmytmturts in the arc heater the thtrmal equilibrium of air has sig- 
nificant dissociation of the molccular nitrogen and oxygen, and some of t hest. neutral 
atoms and moleciilts arc ionizcd. The charged s p c v h  form a plasma, which is still 
electrically neutral. 
Local t herrnodynamic cqnilibrium (LTE) is asslimed in the analysis of the arcjct 
heater data. Thc timt-scalc for temporal and spittial variations due to  convection 
or diffusion is much largor than the collisional t irric srale, which produces LTE. LTE 
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plasmas can be described by a few kcy properties. All equilibrium properties of gas of 
known composition can be determined by two inclcyendent, properties: temperature 
and pressure or conversely ternpcrat,iire and voliiirie [46]. Complcx properties such as 
dissociation fraction, ionization fraction, and re1at)ive concentration of all species can 
be written in terms of t,hese two independent pa.raIneters. The governing equations 
for LTE are briefly summarized. 
2.3.1 Boltzmann distribution 
The population distribution of a gas follows Boltzrnann distribution in eyuilibriiiin: 
(2.45) 
where n, is the number of density of state i ,  ntotal is the total number density o f  
the gas, g, is the dcgcneracy of state i, E, is the cnergy level of state i, IC is the 
Boltzrrimn constant, TPw is the population temperature, and Qt is the total partition 
function. The Born-Oppenheimcr approximation states the v;Lrioiis cnerCpy modes 
are independent, arid the total partition function becomes a multiplication of the 
individual partition fiinctions. 
Qt = QtrQznt (2.46) 
2~nikT ' I 2  - V 
Qtr =v( h3 j = A3 (2.47) 
where A is called the thermal de Broglie length. 
For atoms, the partition fuIictiori of iiitenid rnotles is straight forward: 
where Qel accounts for the electronic excitation st atm, and Qnzltl nuclear spin statcs. 
The partition function Qel is dcfint~l as: 
03 
(2.49) 
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Siirnmation to 00 divcrges for c+ctronic states mat heiriatically, howcvctr generally 
thc siirnmation is carri(d up onlv t o  the encrgy lcvcl just 1 x 4 0 ~  the ionization uiergy 
[40] and thv partit ion fiiriction hwni t~s  finitc. 
2.3.2 Dissociation 
Tht. (lissociat,iori of clintornic n ~ o l ~ ~ ~ i i l ~ ~ s  can 1~ forrriiilatcd with kinetic thcwry. At an 
c~lcvattd ttmporatiiro, NZ an([ 0 2  arc’ dissociated into Tl(’l1tl’ilI atorns. Law of mass 
action can be iwcd to formiilatcl dissociation o f  diiLtoIKlic rnokmilt. AA: 
A A + A + A  
exp ( l 3 D I k . T )  - Q A A  _ _ _ _ ~  - 
N A A  
N A N A  QAQA 
(2.50) 
whcrc. N A A  is thc niini1)er of AA moleculw, N A  is the niimbcr of A atoms, QAA is the 
partition function of AA, QA is the partition fiinction of A, and ED is the dissociation 
t’Ilt’rh7 of AA. 
For oxygen rriolcwlcs. thcx dissociation oncrgv is onlv 5.12 CV. and above 5.000 
K (which is about 0.12 ‘?/o of characteristic tcmpcratiirt of  dissociation), most of the 
oxygcn molecules arc tlissociattd. On the other liarid, diie to largcr dissocii~tiori encrgy 
of 9.76 eV, nitrogm rnoleculcs start dissociating around 5,000 K.  Thcreforc, over the 
tcnipcmture of 5,000 K ,  molcciilar oxygen is woll approxirnattd as 100 96 dissociated. 
Howcwr the dissociation of riitrogc3n molcciilc mist be consitlcred as a function of 
tmiperature up to ‘3.000 K. 
2.3.3 Ionization 
For simplicity, the plasma is assiinied singly ioriizcd, which is t8he cast for t he most 
air plasmas. Similar to the tlissociatioii, the ionization of  an atom in cqiiili1)rium is 
dcscribcd by law of mass act ion, known as thc Saha eqiiation: 
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(2.51) 
where N" is the nmnber density of neutral particles, N e  is tho number density of 
clclctrons, Q's  are the partition functions, arid E1 is thc ionization energy. 
In high temperature air plasmas, five dominant neutral spec.ies are N2, N,  02, 0, 
and N O .  0 and N have high ionization energies of 13.6 eV and 14.5 eV respectively. 
Also O2 and N2 have high ionization energies of 15.6 CV and 12.1 cV. N O  has the 
lowest ionization energy of 9.26 eV, and the approximation that only N O  is ionized 
in the flow, is valid for T 5 8,000 K. 
2.3.4 Transport properties 
Transport properties arid fluxes may become important in non-iiniforni plasmas. Gra- 
dients in properties, such as temperature, concent.ration, electric potctntial, or velocity, 
drive diffusion. Transport coefficients, which are directly related witch effective colli- 
sional areas, are very hard to estima,te. Boulos [47], tahulatd important quantities 
such as t.herma1 condiictivity, viscosity, electric eondiict,ivit,y, specific heat,, cmthalpy, 
and density. For T < 12,00OK, the plasma may be considered optically thin, and the 
mean free path length of a photon is much smaller than the arc radius. The temper- 
atsure is estimated around 7,500 K for the NASA Anies IHF generated plaqmas, and 
they are as optically thin bot,h in the heater and in the test cabin. 
The turbulent boundary layer t.hickness in the heater was estimated with the 
propert,ies by Boulos. The boundary layctr is thin approximately 4 '% of the path 
length and the absorption is stronger in the (:ore of the flow. This makes the boundary 
layer nc?gligible for thc absorption diagnostics [49, 50, 511. 
2.3.5 Equation of state 
Plasmas arc overall charge neutral. However wit hiri t lie Dcbyc. lcngtli, charge m i -  
trality is not satisfied and lorig range Coulomb forces mi ls t  bc added to the ideal gas 
law. Charge un1)alance (msm repulsive forces. with a rcsiilting de.c-rotse in prcssiire 
42 
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[47], and wit,h thci Dc1)yc rriodcl, thc modified cqimtion of state for plasmas is given 
[48] :
wit,h 
kT P = n.kT -  
24.rrXL 
(2.52) 
(2.53) 
whcw c0 is thc. vaciiiirri pcmriittivity, n, is the niirrilwr density of ions, and Z, is thc 
niim1)cr of  ionic chargcls of spc~cit~s 1 .  
For the\ NASA arcjct hcatcr, ne N n, - 1018 cm-3. and tho plasma is orily wwkly 
>> 24K:03 N lo1’, arid thus P z nkT. ionizcd. For thc singly ioIiizcd plasiiia, n - 
2.3.6 Composition of the arcjet plasma 
Air is a rnixtiiro, arid coiiplccl cqiiatioris of each species of law of mass action for tlisstr 
ciat ion arid law of rnass action for ionization must bc solved to get thc coniposition at 
a specific coriditiori. For calciilations, rnoclificd version o f  the Chcmkiri code was iiscd 
[53, 541. Laiuc [55] extcwdcd the thtrmodyriamic datahase for thc Chcrnkin (latalxtsc 
from 5,000 K up to 10,000 K by fitting the thcrrriodyriwnit. fuiic.lioiis o f  Liii [53, 541. 
This softwm. solvcxs for sytlcics of N2,  N, 02, 0, NO,Nz ,  N+,  O z ,  O+, N O + ,  and P. 
Fig.2.7 shows that ovcr tho tcmpcmtiirc range of 4,000 to 10,000 K,  with thcl 
prcssiirc rang(’ of 2 to 8 atm, the most dominant species are N2, N, arid 0. Thc. molc 
fraction of  0 is nearly coiistant, 1,ccaiisc the dissociation energy of O2 is orily 5.12 PV 
arid most O2 is dissociated abovc. 5,000 K. N2 is dissociattcd at higher tcmperatiirt~. 
Thc tlissociatioii energy o f  N2 is 9.76 eV: from 5.000 K, it starts dissociating, and at 
9,000 K most of the molecu1;tr riitrogcn is dissociatcd. NO also has a relatively low 
dissociation cncrgy of 6.49 oV. and easily dissociated. The ionization energy of N O  
is only 9.26 CV (N2 at 15.58 clV and O2 at 12.07 eV), and a small amount o f  N O  can 
contribute significantly to thci electron dcmity 
It’s also important t o  cstimatc. the> clcgrw of ionization of a11 atomic specic3s to 
estimate total specks conccmt ration in a plasrnia. For nitrogen, argon, and oxygcm 
the ionization mcrgics arc’ 14.5, 13.6, and 15.7 eV respectively. In the tcmpcxratiirc’ 
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Figure 2.7: Simulation of' air mole fraction with Chemkin code 
range of our interest, the degree of ionization for nitrogen, oxygen, and argon are all 
less than 0.1 % and can be neglected in number density calculations. Below 10,000 
K, the ion density is low and as the plasma is charge neutral, the electron density is 
low. 
Chemkin does not support metal atoms such as Cu or K.  For metals, the ionization 
energies are much lower: 7.72 eV for Cu, and 4.43 eV for K. Because Chemkin 
supports only air simulation, the ionization of Cu or K milst be calculated separately. 
More than hadf of copper is expected to be ionized in the heater, and more than 
99 % of potassium is expected to be ionized in the heater. Accurate estimation of 
ionization of Cu is critical to estimate the total copper concentration in the flow. 
In the heater analysis, when calculating t.he degree of ionization of Cu at a given 
temperature, the electron number density is calculated with Cherrikin simulation code 
assuming equilibrium. 
The degree of ionization of potassium in the test room is hard to estimate because 
the expanded plasma is non-equilibrium, and the electronic temperabure is quite dif- 
ferent from the kinetic t>emperature. The degree of ionization of potassium doesn't 
have t,o be accurate, as long as enough potassium absorption is detected in the test 
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room. However to estimate thcl amount of potassium to seed in the flow, a rough es- 
timation is recliiircd. If too much potassium is added in the plasma, then the plasma 
properties, such as electric conductivity, may be changed. 
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Sensor Design 
There are two quite different regions of  int.crcst: t.he arc heater and the t,cst cabin. 
These two regions have different t,ernperature, pressure, and gas cornpositlion. The 
heater can be considered as a plenmn for t,he arcjet flow. In the heatter, the tempera- 
ture is expected t,o be 6,000 - 8,000 K,  and pressure ranges from 2 t.o 8 atm. Pressure 
in the heater is well monitored wit,h pressure transducers attached on the wall, as- 
suming the pressure differcnce between core flow and boundary layer is ncgligiblc. At 
such a high temperature, a significant fraction of N2 and 0 2  of the test gas or air, is 
dissociated into N and 0. The temperature in the test cabin is estimated 500 - 1,500 
K, which is milch lower than that in the heater, and the pressurc is around 0.008 s tm 
(6 Torr). The velocity in the test cabin (post expa,nsion) is hypersonic and at least 
10 times larger than that in t,he heat,er, where the flow is subsonic. 
Before the work reportd in t.his thesis, there were no diagnostics for tirnc-resolved 
heater temperature ~nm.surenients. In the arc heater, t,he dominant species are N2, 
N, and 0. The clcct,ron and ion density are less than 0.1 '% for the range of int,erest. 
Atomic species N arid 0 have significantly stronger absorption than N2 and attoms 
are at t,ract.ive absorption sensor targets. Details of the sensor design will be tlttscribcd 
for both N and 0. 
Several different t,cniperatiires will be clcfined: trmslat.iona1 tmipcratmc:, popula- 
tion temperat,iire, and exc:itut.ion tmipcrature. The translat'ional t,cniperat,urc? can 1)c: 
deduced from the Dopplcr width of the lineshape. The populat,ion tcrnperature can 
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tw ca lda ted  from the ratio o f  population in a11 exrittd stat(’ to  that o f  the ground 
stat(.. SiIriiltirly the excitation temperatiire is citfi~icd with th t  ratio hetween two dif- 
fwwt cxxcitcd statcs. In equilibrium, thcsc ttInpcratiirc\s aro thc sa~rie. In this work, 
diffcwnt tcmpcratiircs art mcasiircd and compand to  dctcmriinc. thc best strategy for 
t lit. 1ic.iitc.r torripcrat lire mcasurcment s. 
In this chaptc.r, thc sensor design o f  0 ,  N ,  Ar. Cu, and K will he tlcwrilwd. Then, 
sciisor opwition is vcrificd with a Inicrowiwc. plasiria in ii gas flow. Design of coupling 
optics to  propagate light in m d  out of the arcjct will thui 1x1 cicscri1)cti. 
3.1 Line selection 
N and 0 atoms have an excitation energy in the first cxcitccl statc nearly 10 eV 
ahow. the ground state, so that a deep ultra violet light soiirce is requirtd to excite 
the. ground statc of these atomic species. Diode lascrs arc’ not commonly available for 
wavclcngths shorter than 400 rim and thus cannot access ground statc atomic tran- 
sitions. In this work, NIR lasers wert employed to  c1r)tcvt c.xitcd statos or metastable 
states of thc atomic species. The transitions employcd in this work is tabulated in 
Table 3.1 [52, 59, GO, 62. 631. 
Table 3.1: Fiintlarriental F 
I N  
Wavelength (r im) 824.2 
0.0924 
A ( x 10 , sec- 
icct,roscopic dat,a for sc4cctctl atomic transitions 
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Figure 3.1: The energy diagram of atomic oxygen. Thc Inetastable 
state has the energy level of '3.15 eV 
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Figure 3.2: The Boltzrnann fraction of thc rric$astablc stat,(\ over the 
terriperatturc range of 4,000 to 10.000 K and the pressure range of 2 to 
8 atn1 
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3.1.1 0 sensor design 
 AI^ cnctrgy diagram o f  at,orriic oxygen is shown in Fig.3.1. T h  linc nt'er arid EiIistjeiri's 
A coc+fic:ic!nt, and t,he oscilla.t,or st,rengt,li f can be okt,ainctd from t'he NET database 
[52]. Thct ground st&! (:;in only be acc:essed by va,ciiiirn ultra violct' (VUV), for 
exnmplo 97.6, 98.8, 130.2, 130.4, 130.6, or 135.9 nm, whc?rc currently no corivcrit,ional 
lawr soiir(:(t is availw1)lc. Howc?vc~ t,hcrtt arc t,hrcte t,rarisit,ioris available t,o Inonitsor thc 
rc+it,ivctly low-ancrgy rrittt,;i.stat)Ic st.attc. 5S; t,o t,hc excit.cd 5PJI st8atjcs using light, in t,he 
nea.r infrartd at, 777.5, 777.4, and 777.2 m i  rcspcct,ivttIy. Thctsc lines have 1)tx:n studied 
ext,cnsivoly wit,h diodc la.scrs [56, 9, 57, 58, 191. The fra,c:t,ioIi of population of 0 ttt,orns 
in t,hc 'So, which absorbs light, near 777.2 riiri ,  vasies st,rongly wit81i t,crriperat,iire in the 
d in t,he arc: lica,t,cr as scc~i n Fig.3.2. Thus rriciLsiircIricIit,s of a1)sorbance 
of ' S o  st,at,e can be iisctl tlo ckt,ermint! t,ernpcrat,iirct if t,lio plasriia is in ccliiilibrium. 
The lineshape of 0 is not, complic:a.t,ed by rnult,iplc a1)iintlarit8 isotopcs or by liy- 
perfirie st,riict,ure. The riat,ural abuntla.rico of l 6 0  is 99.76%, a,nd t1hereforci t,hc isot,ope 
shift,s of 1 7 0  or "0 can h t  ignored. l60  has a nuclear spin of I = 0, and hctrlc:t, there's 
no hyperfine st,ruct,iirct of l 6 0  from coupling of the niic1ca.r spin arid t,hc clect8ron 
a,~igiilar momentum. 
Wc chose the t,raIisit,ion at, 772.2 urn t,o rnonit,or t,lit! t,enipcrat,ure in t8he httater. A 
VCSEL (Avalon PhotoIiics) was installcd at, a fixed tcrnpc:ra,turc: of 15.0 C with the 
inject,ion current, of 5.64 mA, and a fiiiict,iori gciierat,or modulated inj 
of the laser diode t,o scan t,he wavelength ovcr 6.0 em-'. 
3.1.2 N sensor design 
N hits VUV transitions from the groiind state, and no conventional light source is 
available to excite N in tht. ground statc The metastable s ta t t  of N is at 2.38 eV, 
and thc transition from thc. nictastatblc~ statc is also VUV. The excited states ,4P5p 
at 10.3 eV arid 2Plp at 10.7 c\V were choscm instead to monitor atomic nitrogen in 
the 1icxatc.r. The rnerby diagrani and thc. Boltzmann fraction of the two c\xcitcd states 
are given in Fig.3.3 and in Fig.3.4. The 824.2 nm transition was first usctl due to 
stronger absorption, howwcr, the 856.8 m i  transition wits used for latcr work. Again 
t 
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t,he temperature dependence of t,he population in these excited states makes them 
attract,ive temperat'ure sensors. A FP lascr at  824.2 nm was initially used, however 
for wider tuning range and narrow(?r spctctral widt'h, a VCSEL replaccd the FP laser 
to scan 4.5 cm-l over 826.8 rim. 
The detailed lineshape of N is complex. 14N comprises 99.63 96 of the total 
nitrogen and the isotope shift can be ignored, however the nuclear spin I is 1 and 
there is hyperfine structure. Fortunately, the splittings txtwcen hyperfine lincs arc 
small [GO, 611 enough in the heater, where t,he lineshape is significantly broadened 
and the liyperfi~ie structure can lw ignored in da,t,a analysis. 
3.1.3 Ar sensor design 
Argas is intmtluced in the heater. In tlio tcst cabin, it, is desired to monitor metastable 
states and to set upper limits on the nmnbcr density of thc stattes. The energy level 
diagram are shown in Fig.3.5 and in Fig.3.6 [59]. 
Among the 1s - 2p transitions, the t,ransitions at 772.38 and 772.42 nm are stud- 
ied because the spectral difference between them is only 0.04 iim or 0.67 cm-' and 
the lower states of the transitions arc different, metastable states. Two transitions 
from 4s'[1/2] and 4s'[3/2] are close enough that a single VCSEL laser can scan both 
transitions simultancously. 
3.1.4 Cu sensor design 
A portion of the copper energy level diagram is shown in Fig.3.7. The temperature 
dependence of the 2P$2 population is also shown in Fig.3.8. 
The energy level of 2P$2 and the ionizat,ion energy of Cu are low. Thus the Bolbz- 
mann fraction and ioriixatiori fraction arc significant. Two transitions at 793.3 and 
809.3 nIn wcxe considered, and due to its simpler lineshape, tho 793.3 nrn transition 
was chosen. It is notable that the first, ctxcibed states are at 3.79 and 3.82 eV, and 
t,he energy lcvcls of the metastable states of copper are only 1.39 and 1.64 eV. A 
UV light soiircc at, 324.8 or 327.4 nrri can access t.o tho ground statc, and green light 
source at 510.6 or  570.0 nm can cxcitc t,hc Cu atloIris in rnctjast,able st,at,es. If a laser 
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Figiirc 3.3: Thc energy tliagrarrl of  atomic nitmgen 
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Figure 3.5: The eIiergy diagrmi of argon 
51 
Figlire 3.6: The dctdctl energy diagram between 1s-2p 
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Figiirc 3.8: Thc fraction of P$2 of tot,al copper spccics including ions 
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were available at these wavclen@lis, thr. cstiniatod detcctivity would improve by one 
or two orders of magnitude. 
However, in this work, the C:oIiv(mi(?ii(:e of using NIR. light, soiirce lead t,o the 
selection of the t,ransition from the first, exctited statc 'P& to another excited state 
'S$,  at 793.3 r im.  
3.1.5 K sensor design 
Previous rescarch by Wehe [62] shows that nwtals. cspcciwlly alkali metals such as 
sodium, potassium, or cesium, have transitions with strong linestrcngths and can be 
used as a tracer in a hypervclocity flow. For alkali metals, the transition from the 
ground state to the first excited state is in NIR or visible range, wherc diode lasers 
are available. The potassium enerby diagram and ionization fraction are shown in 
Fig.3.9 and in Fig.3.10. 
The degree of ionization over the temperature range of 500 K to 3,000 K with 
an electron density of lo9 emp3 to lo1' indicates R small degree of ionization 
at 1,500 K (0.03 %); howcver at 3,000 K,  alrnost all potassium is ionized (degree of 
ionization of 99.5 96). The potassium ions rocombinc in thc ~iozzle, and significant 
atomic potassium can exist in the tost cabin. If tlie clcctmnic tcInperature is 1,500 K 
at a prcssurc of 0.8 kPa (6 Torr), 2 ppb concwtratioIi of potassium can be detectcd 
over 40 cm path length in the test cabin with 0.1 '% a1)sorption. 
Wehe chose K at 769.9 m i  for its large 1iIic.strcrigt h, narrow and relatively simple 
hyperfine structure, ease of scetling, and thc wcll-known spcc.troscopic parameters 
[63, 641. In this work, thc S ~ I ~ C  line was sclcctccl to  monitor the post-expansion flow 
condition. Seeding potassiiirri w a  clone by painting salts siic.1~ as KC1 or KOH inside 
the heater wall. By extracting the Doppler width from t hc a1)sorption lineshape, tlic 
translational temperature of potassiiim was o1)tainocl. 
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Figure 3.10: The fraction of potassiim ionizd at various electron nurn- 
her c h s i t  ies 
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3.2 Optical engineering 
The environment of the IHF and the requirements for safety produce many techni- 
cal challenges. High-voltage and high-current electrodes require electrical and pliys- 
ical isolation of  the test cabin and the hcater. High-pressure in the heater, and 
low-pressure in the test cabin require careful sealing. The IHF offers a special chal- 
lenge due to deflection of t,he beam and steering by the hypersonic flow or t,he high- 
temperature high-prcssure plasma. Thus careful design of optical components is re- 
quired to maintain alignment. The diode lasers and detection systems are in a laser 
room located roughly 3 meters from the IHF. Tho heater and test cabin setups have 
separate design equipment, and are considered separately. Optical engineering for 
laser delivery systems arid detection systems of the heater arid of the test cabin are 
presented below. 
3.2.1 Diode lasers and detectors 
An isolated laser room ncxt to the IHF facility accommodates diode lasers and detec- 
tors. Singlemode optical fibers deliver laser bcanis to the heater and to the test cabin, 
and multimode optical fibers deliver the collected transmitted laser beams from the 
heater and from the t,est cabin back to the laser rooin for detection. 
Two of three diode lasers, N at 856.8 nm, 0 at 777.2 nm, and Cu at 793.3 nm, 
were mixed with a 2x2 fiber couplcr. One output connects the singlemode fiber to the 
heater, and the othcr output connects light to the 2 GHz solid etalon (0.0667 em-’) 
used to measure the relat.ive tuning range. 
A large ctatch lens and a large core niiiltimode fiber delivers emission from the 
plasma. Diffraction from a 2.54 cni x 2.54 cin (1”x l”), 1200 grctove/indi grating was 
used to separak t’he rtiturn sigiid from the two laser beams of different wavelengths. 
To increase sigrial-t,trl)ac:kg.rour~(l rat.io, iiarrow bandpass fi1t)crs were used. 10 nm 
bandwidth optical filters wcrc installed in front. of a silicon detectors. 
Lasers were sc:anned in wavclmgth over 5 cm-’ at 100 Hz. This wide tuning range 
is rctcluired to (:over Zttrtman split’ting arid broadening rnechanisms in the heater and 
in thc tctst, (:ahin. 
. 
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A Fabry-Pcrot type laser requires an opt ical isolator to pr(w1rit t)ack-rc4lcctiori1 
which can caiisc iinstatdc operation and moclc~hops. Also, iinlikv VCSELs, tho FP 
laser i ised in this work has a high optical powcxr of 20 mW, itnd at this powcr lcvcl, 
satiiration can be a significant problcm. Light from a FP lltscr is lincarly polarincd, 
thiis we iisetl a polarizer to attcniiatt. opt i (d  pow~r  to  0.2 mW lwforc. coiipling light 
to  the fiber. 
A National Iristrmicnts (lata acqiiisition card wits iiscd to r c c w d  (lata in it corn- 
puter. The compiitc.r card is 16 bit au~iiracy; tlic sarrqding rlitc. is 100 ks/s, arid ('ai1 
be extended to  16: channcls. Another fast cmripiitcr s ( q ) c  with A smipling ratc o f  4 
Ms/s was used to monitor hyytmclocity flow in the test cabin. 
3.2.2 Beam delivery design in the heater 
The t,est, cabin and t,hc lieat,er must, be isolat,d elcct,ric:a,lly; tjhcrc.foro 1 1 0  nictd linc: 
is allowed t,o cross t,he isolat,ing walls. In our expc:rirric:nt's, optical fihcr was used 
for light, delivery and signal collcct,ion. Howc:vcr t'his fi1)cr-c:oupled syst,c?m rriiist bt: 
designed carefully t,o account, for t,he physical propert,ies of t,hc opt,i(:ill films arid t,ho 
0plic.s. An optical fiber is a simple waveguide, and t,he refrxt,ivc indcx yrofilo for R 
given fiber geomet,ry tiet,errriines the niirnlm of modes t,hat, can he accorrirno<liit,f:(l at, 
a given wavelength. Pollak [65] and Snyder [66] explain this in dct'ail. 
Each mode of monoc:hromat,ic light, t,r;tvels at, ii diffcrctrit, c:ff(?ct,ivc: speed 1)c:ca~tusc 
of t,he different physical dist,ril)iit,ion in tlhe fiber. The fiindament,al mode t,ravels ricar 
t,he core of t,€ie fiber, where t,hc refract,ivc index is rnmirriiini, and thttrcfore at, tht: 
lowest, speed. The higher order modes h v e l  riea,r t,he claclding of t,hc fil)or, whcrc? 
tjhe refractive index is minimum, and t,hercfore at, t,lic higher speed. Tho difft?renc:c in 
speed t)ct,ween modes cause int,crferencct t)et.ween modes, ca,lled modal dispersion. For 
wavelength scarind sensor applications. t,hc int,erfercncc bct,wc:c:ri rnodcs (:an limit, tjhc 
serisit,ivit,y a,nd must, he avoidcd. 
By reducing t,he diimict,er of t,he fiber, only oiic mode at it given wavclcngth can 
be support,ed by the fiber, and t,his t,ype of fiber is callcd sirigleniodt? fiber. To clclivcr 
laser beams to the pit,ching opt,ics, singlcmo& fibers arc ernploycd t,o prwmitj thc: 
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modal tlispcrsion at, the cost of coupling efficiency and alignrncnt tolerance. 
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The numerical aperture in optical fiber is defined as - ndadding, 2 a,nd de- 
scribes the solid angle to couple light into a fiber. 1LIultimode fibers have larger 
numerical apert,ure ranging from 0.2 to 0.35 wit,li core diamrtter of 50 to 1000 pm, 
while single mode fibers have a riumr?rical aperbure of 0.11 with core diameter of 4.5 
pm at 780 nm. Due to the smaller size and numerical indcx of singlemode fibers, 
the laser-ttrfibcr coupling efficicncy and alignment tolerance arc poor compared with 
multimode fibers. For an edge emitting laser, only around 15 % of the optical power 
is usually coupled to a singlemode fiber, while 70 % coupling can be easily done with 
a multimode fiber. With the good quality of the VCSELs, only 25 to 30 % coupling 
efficiency to a singlemode fiber was achieved. 
Optical alignment in IHF is challenging: beamsteering chic to fast flow in the 
heater and cabin is significant, and tlirt deformation of IHF t,est cabin arid heater by 
pressure cliange arid thermal expansion during operation is large. To overcome this 
problem, a large collecting lens arid a rriiiltirriode fiber catching syst,em is used to 
collect the t rarisr rii t l  laser beam and deliver the signal to thc detector in the laser 
lab located a few meters fa,r from the IHF. 
Copper Ring Segment 
ns 
t 
Figure 3.11: Optical cwnporients in t he heater 
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Schematics of the pitching and catching systcwi is shown in Fig(3.11). Thcrc 
aro eight high prfxmx’ water cooling 1inc.s for t w h  ring segment. anti tho heater is 
cornposcd of fais of ring segments. It is almost impossible to de1ivt.r lascr beams in 
frtv space into and out of the lic\atrr. Very lirnitcd spacc requircls spc~c~ial incclianical 
chign to  direct lascr light through two sniall 4.76 m n  ( 3 /  16”) holcs. while sealing 
1 - 7 atm prcssiirc’ cliffrrcnc~~ Ant i-rrflt.c.t ion coiitrd sapphire windows and silicon 
O-rings, are cwril)incd with parts fa1)ricatccl to matc to the ring scgnicmt. 
First, thc angiilar and latcral iilignrricxnt tolcranc-r for the. optics was f(>st(d in 
a laboratory c~xpcrinitwt. As shown in Fig.3.12 and in Fig.3.13, tho lcns-ttrfiber 
coupling efficicwy incr(wws as core dimic~tc~r i icrwses. Tlir mgiiliir to1cwm.e is 
strongly depcndmt on t hc (’ore diametcr of i i  fibor, I)waiise R small change with 
incident angle caiis(’s the position of R 1)cmi spot to  mow on tho c ~ i d  surface of a 
fiber. Fibers with a cor(\ diameter larger than 200 p i n  can tolerate 0.2 dcgrw angiilar 
misalignment. Howrvc~, t hc lattral tolmmw dcpcnds on t he size of clear aperture. 
The catching lcns has n clear aperture> of 4 Iniri, and the lateral tolcrariw ( - 3  dB) 
of miiltimodc filwrs is roughly 3 mm in diiilrrwtcr. The numerical aprrtiire of a lens, 
which is dtfincd by thc ratio of the clew apc’rtiirc. and focal length of a lens, is usually 
smaller than thc niimcrical aperturc of thr. f i l m  Thcrcfore in rnanv (’Hs(’s. the clear 
apcrt ure of a lcns detcmnines lateral toltranw 
The clear apt’rturc of thc collection lcns. and the core diamc3tc.r of thc collection 
optical fiber arc the key parameters to dtsigri tho catching systcm. Tlir clcar aperture 
of t he lcns determines lateral tolerance, and thr  f i h r  core diameter and corresponding 
numerical apcrturc of t he fiber determine angiilar tolerance. Dcsigri proccw for other 
optical cornponcnts iising Gaussian optics and niocial noise is prcscntctl in Appendix 
D. 
On the pitching side, a 30 m singlcmotlc fibor (core/claclding of  4.5/125 pm, 8 
dcgrce wetlgtd end siirfacc, and 3 mm cliarrirtc~r jacketed) was i i s r d .  Thc light is 
collimated with an anti-roflcction c*oatcd asplirric lcns with a focal lcngth of 6 mm. 
An aspheric lcns rniniinizcs a spherical a1)cu;tt ion, and t hercforc most of the light 
incident on thc lens is focused on the. sarric spot, anti lateral tolcrancc of the beam 
alignment with an asphcxric lens is improvcd cornparrd to  a sphcrical ltns. To minimize 
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Figiirc 3.13: The a~igiilar tolerance of 1cmst.s and fibers 
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iiit(~rf(wncc from thc lcns surfaces, anti-reflect ion coated lens was usctl. The 1)twn 
r;t(iills is estimatoci to Iw 0.6 mm (z Iiiiint.rica1 apcrtiirc x focal Icrigth). 
For the catching sidc, a 30 m multimodt fiber (corc/cla<tding of 400/430 pm) was 
iiscd. The catching liw, was ari anti-rofl ion cvn td  achromatic l t m  of 9 mm clcar 
dimic+c.r. with a focal lcngth of 20 11i11i. An asphc.ric* lcns was prcftwcd to minirnizc 
spherical n1,crration for rnaxirniim latcral toleranw of t kit) bearn aligrimcnt , howtw'r 
a large clcar apertiirc was only available with achromatic lenses. The. combination of 
largv diameter milt iIiiock f i lm and cbatcliing l t m  has l a r g ~  t ol(miiws froiii iiiisnlig- 
mtwt and bcnrri stwring. 
3.2.3 Beam delivery design in the test cabin 
'. 
Shield 9 
Figure 3.14: Opt,ical components in  thcx test) cabin 
The tlificiilty of  beam delivcry in the test cabin is different from that in thc 
litatcr. When the test cabin is cvacwtted the c1i:unI)cr mechanicdly distorts. This 
clofloction due to prcwiire drop during the opcration dianges tliv direction and thc 
latcwil position of the beam. The pitching and catdiing optics are located at the 
uppcr and lower c o r ~ i ~ r  diagonally, arid the distarice is roughly 3 In. A slight angular 
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change moves beam spot at the mtching optics significantly. Even 0.1 degree changes 
of the pit,ching opt,ics cause roughly 5 mni lateral misalignment. At low pressure (w 
0.01 atm), we estimated lateral displacement o f  5 miri compared with the beam spot 
position at 1 atni. The laser beam was aligned at  1 atm considering 5 inni travel at 
low p r a  1 sure. 
The laser beam diameters and the profile in the test cabin were also measured 
t,o obtain parameters required t,o calculate t~he sat,iiration intensities. The beam size 
was measured in the center of the nozzle, and the bcam radius was roughly 1.1 to 1.2 
Inni as dct,ermined by sliding a knife edge, differentiat,ing the measiiretl power, and 
fitting the data to Gaussian. This indicates the beam is the fundamental mode from 
the fiber, and provides the data needed to estimate the saturation cffect in the test, 
cabin. For this beam diameter, the saturation is negligible. 
Optics to minimize beam diameter at the catching optics 3 In distant, were de- 
signed. Gaussian beam theory was used to choose a pitching lens of ll nim focal 
length, AR coated, aspheric lens. For the catching collimator, the biggest, clear aper- 
ture lens available, 11 mm c1ea.r aperture, 20 mm focal length achromatic lens was 
used. 
3.3 Sensor validation in a laboratory plasma 
To test tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy scnsors, a microwave discharge 
flow tube was employed because it is easy to operatc and relatively sirriple to build. 
A similar discharge tube with nitrogen gas was used i ts  a reference for nitrogen a,tom 
LIF rii(:asureIiieiits at NASA AInes [21, 221. By changing the feed stock gas, various 
atomic species can be generatcd in the microwave discharge tube. A schemat,ic of t,he 
microwave discharge flow is givctn in Fig.3.17 
Microwave discharges are stable, reproducible and relatively quiescent, arid have 
been atomic sources for cheniical measure,ments for decades. The e1ec:trons in the 
microwave discharge absorb c?lcctric energy and collidc with neut.rals and ions. Energy 
transfer by the collision of an ck t ron  with heavy part#icle is estimated as A A E ,  
where me is the mass of an electron, mh is the rniw of a heavy partide, and A E  is 
(mh+me) 
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Figure. 3.16: Btwri radius rrie~~siir~~rri(~1its in IHF tvst cabin: The spa- 
tial derivation of transmitted powcr vs rolativt position with Gaussian 
fitting 
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Flow 
Meter 
Vacuum Punp, 
Figure 3.17: The schematries of laboratory rriicrowave discharge tube at Stanford 
University 
the difference of translational energy [47]. 
At low pressure (P 5 1 kPa), the collision rate is low, and the energy transfer from 
electroris to heavy particle is not efficient. Therefore the translational temperature of 
heavy particles may be quite different. This non-equilibrium allows the production of 
atomic species near room temperature (traIislationa1 temperature), and experiments 
with these non-equilibrium plasmas niiich casier than with thermal equilibrium plas- 
mas. 
A microwave generated by 0pt)hos Instriiments, Inc. at a frequency of 2.45 GHz 
delivers power ranging from 0 to 120 W to an Evenson cavity. This cavity can excite 
static and flowing gases a,t a pressure range from a few mTorr to several hundred 
Torr. There are two tuning knobs: a thrctacled tuning stub on the top and a sliding 
rod made of ceramic to withstand high tctmperature. The ca.p of the cavity can be 
removed, and this cavity can be installcd on an existing gas system. The flow rato to 
the discharge tube is monitored by Tylari Gctricral, hilode1 360 V flow meters, anti the 
prcssure is mcasiired with a hlSR, PDR.-D-1 pressure gauge. Argon, nitrogen, arid 
oxygen gas are introduced through tho flow meters, and a low pressure glow discharge 
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is Innintairicd aroiind the microwave. cavity. Tho windows. where a laser lmmi passc~s 
throiigh, arc glucd at  Brcwster’s mglc to rninirnisc the reflections. 
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Figiirt. 3.18: Discharge tube atbsorption rncwiircments of  (a) nitrogen at 824.2 niri ( 1 ) )  
oxygcri at 777.2 nm (e) argon at 772.4 mi and (d) N2 first positive system at 773.8 
11111 
Sarriplc results of absorption 1)y nitrogcri, oxygcn, and argon arc prescntcd in 
Fig.3.18. In the discharge tiibc I~i(~~~siir(~rIi(~nts, the lincdiape is fitted to  a Voigt 
profilc. h i t  the pressure was only 0.5 Torr, and the Doppler broadening was thc 
tlorninant broadcning mechanism. The. tratnslat ional temperat iirc ranged from 345 
to  1,000 K, depending on pressiirc’, flow ratc. and rf-power. Thc lineshapc in thc. 
ctisc*harge tube shoiild be much ~iarrowc’r than that in thc arc heater. In the heatcr, 
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the temperature rarigcs bcltwwri 6,000 and 8.000 K and the pressure ranges betwcxn 
2 and 8 atm. The corresponding Doppler widt,h is its much as 5 t.irries wider, and 
Stark broadening and van der Waals broadening can also be significant. S h r k  effect 
and ZeeInari splitting mist  be considered in the heater. Even though the 1iIiesliapes 
in the discharge tube arc quite <lifferent, from the lineshapes in the heater, the lint? 
center of each transition was successfiilly verified wit,h a simple lnkhascd microwave 
tlischa,rge tube. 
Chapter 4 
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Temperature Measurements in the 
IHF Heater 
At,oIni(: absorpt,ion SIX roscopy rIi(~iZsiirf\rri~?rit,s t,o irifcr gas t,t?niperature in t,he heater 
a.rc pre?scnt8ctl in t,his chapt,t.r. Pressure and t,c!rnpc?ra,t iirc a.rc the t,wo fiindament,al 
propcrt,ies of a plasma, flow in equi1il)riiim. The prcssure in the? heat'cr is monitored 
wit h prcssiire t.ra.nsduwrs on t,he inncr wall of t,he ht?;i.t,c?r. However, previously t,he 
gas t,crripcra,tiirc has not, been rntwsiirtd. In 1 his work, t ,wo tloiiiinwait, at,tinlic species 
of  a,ir plasIrias, N and 0.  arc nioiiit,ored wit,li t,wo VCSELs ricar 856.8 rim and 777.2 
m i .  
TDL itl)sorpt,ion mca,surernent,s of at,omic N or 0 in t,hc hoat,er c:m bc? used t,o infer 
t,cmpcmture in t,wo different, ways. First,, if t,hc Doppler 1)ro;ttltming contribution t'o 
t,hc lineshapc can be extracted from the rncttsurcd waw:lengt,h scanned a>bsorption, 
t,hcn t,hc translat,iond temperature is readily availaldc. So(:ond, if the g;ls is in chemi- 
cal and elcctmnic equilibrium, t,hen the absorpt.ior1 rric:a,s11rcmcnt, o f  t,he populatJion in 
a specific elcct,ronic st,at,e of N or 0 ca,n be corn1)iried wit,h t,he kriown heater pressure 
t.o infcr it t,eIni)~?r;it,iirc.. In t,hc hea,t,er t,hcrc is a DC magncit,ic field from tthe arc current, 
m d  i u i  AC magnct,ic: field which is uscd to swirl t,he arc att,aclimc?nt~ on t,he exit, nozzle. 
Thcx ficMs lmd t,o Ztwrian split,t,irig of t,hc al)sorpt,ion t,ransit,ion. The combinat,ion 
of tho high-prcissure and liiffh-t,emperAtiirc\ in thc! lic:a.t,cr lead t,o an a1)sorption fea- 
t,iirtt whicli is cliiit,e difficult, t,o deconvolvc? t.o dct~c!rrriinc a Doppler cont,ril)ut8ion to t,he 
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width. Thus, the chemical temperature dett~rniined from the measured N or 0 nuni- 
ber densities are expected to providc a more accurate temperature. However, before 
discussing the number density nmisurerrients, we first discuss the lineshape results. 
4.1 N and 0 absorption lineshapes in the IHF 
The absorption lineshape of atomic oxygcn near 777.2 mi measured in t,he arc hcater 
is shown in Fig.4.1. The absorption fttat,iire appears as a single transition. However, 
tthis feature is actually the blend of t,he 5 lines of  t,he Zeenian split, bransition. Because 
DC and AC magnetic fields are not, known, it is very difficult to fit this feature t.o 5 
lines. If we chose to fit the clat,a in Fig.4.1 to a single Voigt lineshape, we obtain a 
half-width-half-maximum (HWHM) for the Gaussian component of 0.149 em-'. This 
corresponds to a translational temperature of  16,240 K, which is much higher than 
the temperature expected from enerLy 1)alanctc consitlera,tions. In addition, this single 
Voigt lineshape fit leads to very large fluctuation in the linewidth consistent wit,h the 
large AC magnetic field. Fig.4.2 shows a time series of the Gaussian fit widths. Tho 
average single Doppler linewidth during 700 sec corresponds to 16,240 K and the 
fluctuation was 6,690 K. Fig.4.2 illustrates that the average temperature and these 
fluctuat,ions which would suggest, a t,cmpcratmc fluctuations, is not reasonable in the 
arc heater on the basis of energy balance arguments. 
The heater conditions during the teniporature rnea.surement,s are shown in Fig.4.3. 
The fluctuation of the voltage, current, pressure and mass flow rat,es are negligible, 
the arc heater efficiency was 49 '36 with only a 1.5 % peak-to-peak fluctuation. The 
heater temperature from the energy balance can be roughly estimated wit'h the air 
plasma properties at 1 atni [47] using 
Theater 
qVI = / rizc,(T)dT (4.1) 
Troom 
where q is the arc heater efficicmy, riz is the mass flow rate, axid T T o m  and Theater is 
the room temperature and the hcator tcmpcwiture respectively. 
Requiring energy balance, a tcrnpcwitiirc of 6,750 K is predicted at  1 atni. The 
, 
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actual pressure in the heat,er was 1% kPa? arid the specific heat at  196 kPa, is different 
from the specific heat' 1 atm. Unfortunately, the specific heat at 196 kPa is not 
precisely known. The dissociation of molecules in the high temperature plasma at  
196 kPa is less than that at, 100 kPa, and therefore a larger portion of the input energy 
contributes to the gas temperature. Also the a1)sorption is stronger in the core and 
the diode laser sensor is more sensitive to the plasma core, where the bemperature 
is higher, than to the edge of the flow. Thus the temperature at 196 kPa should be 
slightly higher t,han 6,750 K estimat,ed here. 
If the feature in Fig.4.1 is fit, wit,h 5 Zeeniari split lines with Voigt, lineshapes, the 
fidelity of the data for these severely blended transitlions does not allow a unique fit. 
The magnetic field strength must be constrained for a reasonable fit. 
The lincshape of at.omic nit,rogen nca.r 856.8 nni mea.sured in the heat.er is shown 
in Fig.4.5. A single Voigt fit to the transit,ion of attomic nitrogen near 856.8 nm 
gives the Gaussian width (HMHM) of 0.159 cm-'. Again, t,he Gaussian width, which 
corresponds to the translational temperature of 20,330 K with fluctuation of 6,800 K, 
is unreasonable. This nitrogen absorption lincishapc! is the blend of 30 lines result,ing 
from Zwman splitting of 6 hyperfine lines. Howevc:r. thc combinatim of ZcmnaIi and 
hyperfine structure is complex and the magnetic field in the heater is unknown. Just 
as in the 0 case, miiltiple line fitting was not feasible to obtain the translational 
temperature. 
To obtain the gas temperature in the heater, the population temperature was 
measured in the heater. 
4.2 N and 0 number densities to  infer tempera- 
ture 
As shown in the previous chaptcr, the population tcrnpcrature can be calculated from 
the integrated absorbance a r m  Eve11 though tlw transit ion is split into niultiple lines 
by Zeenian splitting, the total areti remains constant. The IiuInber dcnsity of the 
atomic oxygen metastablc state, 5S20, can be obtained from the numcrical intogration 
- 
-L 
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ni = noB(T)D(T) (4.3) 
whcw n, is thv niirnlwr ( h s i t y  of an c\xcitcd state, no is the num1)c.r dcnsity of thv 
spwios, anti B ( T )  and D ( T )  is thc Boltzrriarin fraction ilIld the dryyw of ionization 
rcspw t iwly. 
For the data in Fig.4.1, tlic integrated area o f  absorbance is 0.178 c772-l, and 
thc corresponding density of ’5’; is 3.60 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  c ~ T - .  The optical path length in 
thcb 1ic.ater is the diameter o f  tlic electrock ring (11.4 cm) ignoring thc thickness of 
boiindtu-y layer. Boiindary layc~ analysis is discussed in app td ix .  LiIicst rengt h S is 
(Mined as 6f in unit of c ~ T - ~ s - ~ .  and is 0.0122 for 0 n m r  777.2 rim. Thp degrct. of 
dissociation of oxygen in the tcst gas, a i .  above 6,000 K is closc to  1. With known 
air (*omposit ion arid measiird pressure, t liv niimher ctcmsity of oxygc~n atom, no is 
cal(’1llatcd as */lcT. 
Thc fraction o f  the total atomic. oxygon in the rnctastablc stat0 was estimated as 
1.87 x w1iic.h coirt~sporitIs t o  a popuhtioii tcriipcicituie of 7,120 I< from tho 
Boltzrnwnn fraction shown in Fig.4.7. WP lwlicve tluc. to the Z(~mit11 effect and 
the hyperfirit. stiuctiirc. tlic popiilation tcmperaturc is a better indicator than thv 
tratnslational temperatiire in the IHF hcatcr During thc material tclst, all operation 
paramcttm sudi as voltage, twrrmt. litxtvr pressiirc, and mass flow rate werc kept 
constant, and the population ternperatiIxrv was constant as expected. 
From thc intcyyated arcla near 856.8 I ~ I I ~  of 0.0146 cm-l, the niimbcr density o f  
the excited nitrogen was 1.30 x lo1’ ~ 1 7 2 ~ ~  with the 1iIiclstrength of 0.00281 c ~ T - ~ s - ~ .  
With the mass flow rate of main air, and nssiiming tqiiilibriiim dissociation, the. total 
atomic nitrogen in the 7P1/2 statc is 6.31 X I O P ,  and yic\ld a population tcmptwiturc of 
6,850 K. More detailed discussiori of the gas (vmposition at the c4evatctl ttmperat iirc 
and pressure is given in the prcvious chaptcr 
The riiinibcr cknsity of total nitrogen (‘it11 lw largcr than that of oxygm by a factor 
of 4 from the composition of  air. HOWCV(Y. at the cxpccted temperaturc3, oxygen is 
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Figure 4.7: Boltzmann fraction of N and 0 over 6000 to 9000 K a,t. 2 atm 
fully dissociated and nitrogen is not. The oscillator strength of the 777.2 nm transition 
of 0 is about 4 times larger than that, of the 856.8 nm transition of N ,  and the 
Boltzmann fraction of 0 in its lower statc is larger than the Boltzmann fraction of N 
in its lower state at a given temperature by a factor of 4 as in Fig.4.7. The signal-to- 
noise ratio (SNR) of 0 was 20, and is 5 times better than the N measurements. For 
the temperature range between 6,000 to 8,000 K. the equilibrium ionization of N and 
0 is small due to high ionization energy of N and 0, and was neglected in the data 
analysis. 
4.3 Simultaneous heater temperature measurements 
For a specific run, IHF 147 R .u I~  019, thc population t,cmperatures of 0 and N werc 
simultaneously monitored. The operation conditions of IHF 147 Run 019 are plot,ted 
in Fig.4.8. At the beginning, there is a transient period, called t,he start-up period 
when argon flow is used to  start’ a discharge in the heater. After the discharge is 
init,iated, a small amourit, o f  air is added to the flow, t.lien the mass flow rate of air 
is increased iiritil the disdiarge reachcs i~ st,able condition, and the voltage, currmt, 
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Figure 4.9: The mole fract,ion of IHF 141 Run 019 in the heater 
prcssure, and the flow rates reach their dcsignttd values. A robot arm then inserts a 
Gardori gauge into the plasma flow for a few seco~ids. Finally the other robot arm 
inserts a thermal protection tile into the plasma flow. During this run, the operation 
conditions were changed to test two different conditions. For 120 sec, the pressure 
was maintained at 865 kPa, the voltage was 7,100 V and t.he current was 4,560 A. 
During the period the inass flow rates of Inah air, argon, and added air were: 0.73, 
0.072 and 0.055 kg/sec. The argon comprised the gas in the heater by 7 u/o in mass, 
and 5 ‘$6 in mole. The power per unit iriitss of  main air was 14.4 MW/kg, or 24.0 
MW was added to 1 kg of main air. These conditions were maintained for 120 sec, 
t,lien a second set of coriditions was iiscid. The pressure dropped to 194 kPa, thc 
voltage to 3,170 V and the current to 2,060 A. Sirniiltmeously the mass flow rates of  
main air and argon were reduced to 0.146 and 0.0246 kg/sec, while keeping the niass 
flow rate of added air was held constant. The mole fraction of air and argon in the 
heater is shown in Fig.4.9. The power c1ec:rct;tsctd from 32.4 to 6.49 hlW, and t,he Inass 
flow rat,<? of main air was re!duc:ed from 0.73 to 0.146 kg/sec. The conditions were 
tlcsigncid such that the power per unit. mass of rnain air still was rnaintainetl at 44.4 
MW/kg. Because t’he same arnount, of energy per unit mass was added ti) thc test, 
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ga\, the tcmperatiire of the flow in the arc litxatcr is assumed to be the same for the 
two c*onclitions. However the cliode lastr absorption mcvsurements shown in Fig.4.10 
iridic*;ttcl t hc t,cmpcratixrc changd. 
, I I I I I I . .  i 
I' I 
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Figure 4.10: Population terripratiire o f  0 m ( l  N in the ht>at,er during IHF 147 RUN 
0 19 
Thc population temperature moasiird with 0 increascd from roughly 6140 to 
6820 K when the condition changcd At tht. sanic time, the population temperat iirv 
o f  N changed from 6590 to 6720 K. Thcrc is a plaiisible explanation: the higher mass 
flow rate has the larger velocity. As thc Reynolds number incrmiws, the boiiriciary 
layer thickness decreases. In the hcvitcr, thc conditions arc exp d to be turbiilcnt, 
and for a srnooth wall, thc boundary layc~ thickness is proportional to l/ Re1/7, w h c r ~  
Re = F. Here p is thc viscosity, U is the. characteristic velocity of the flow, x is tho 
c1i;tractcristic length, and p is the dcnsity. Tliv dctails arc discussed in the appcmdix. 
For rnonatornic gas, the Prandtl niini1)c~r is 2/3, therefore, the thermal 1)oiindary layer 
is about the same order as the InorncWiini l)oiiri&ry layer. The low flow condition 
of IHF 147 Run 019 has a 1owc.r hcat transfer rat(> to thc wall because the t)oimdary 
1a;yc.r iIicrc;tsd, which is consisttiit with thv 1iighc.r temperature observed. 
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4.4 Heater temperature vs operation condition 
For the set runs of IHF test 149, thcl popiilation tcrnpcratiire of nictwtablc atomic 
oxygen was repclatcdy monitored iintkr various corit-litiom The whole set of IHF 
149 was done over 3 weeks, and sevcml conditions wcre tcstcd. Nineteen rims were 
nieasiired and the population tenipcrat tire and clissociation fraction were st iidied as 
a function of total power, energy pcr unit niass of test gas. and heater pressure. 
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Figure 4.11: Poptilation temperature of 0 of IHF test scqiiencc 149. Thc I n a s  flow 
rate also increased as the power incrcascd, so that the energy per unit niass of test 
gas was nearly constnnt as 43 M.J/kg. 
For these tests, t'hc hcater pressurc varied from 175 to 415 kPa, and the power 
(dec:t,ric power to the heater) ranged 5.17 to 15.6 MW? wliich is much lower thari the 
niaxiniiim powcr (60 MW) rated for t.ho IHF. The energy per unit inass of  test, gas 
varied hetwecn 41.3 and 52.1 RlW/kg, and for iriost, o f  t,he run, except, at 175 kPa, 
t,he power per unit rmss of main air was relatively (:onstant, wit.hin 10 94. The p o p  
illation temperature of 0 was coristait, wit,liin our c:stiniat,ttcl uricerta,inty. Therefore 
for the opctration range above, the tsnthalpy of the flow in t,he heater rcrriainc:d nearly 
constant. The dissociation fraction of rnolecii1a.r oxygc~i was c:alculated from thc mea- 
surcd oxygen niirnlwr c1c:nsit.y m d  fr01~1 the mass flow ratc of test, gas, arid ranged 
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Figure 4.13: Dissociation fraction of  0 of IHF 149 vs heater p o w t ~ .  The mass flow 
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between 0.95 to 0.97 %. For example, the dissociation fraction o f  oxygen molecule 
at 6,660 K and 415 kPa is 99.5 %. To calculate the dissociation fraction, we simply 
assumed that atomic oxygen is the only species containing oxygcn, however t,here are 
other species with oxygen. For example, NO, NO+,  (I+, and 0; at that condition 
comprise 3.60, 9.12 x '% of thc total oxygen species 
respectively. This may contribute to thc discrepancy of 2.5 to 4.5 %I in dissociation 
fraction. 
3.02 x lop3, and 3.44 x 
4.5 Discussion 
Two atomic species, N and 0, wcrc rnc~tsurcd with diode lasers in a high power arc- 
heated facility at, NASA Anies resrwdi writer. The popidat ion temperature mea- 
surements showed atomic spectroscopy with diode lasers arc capable of time-resolved 
rneasurenients of gas ternperature in the heater. 
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Chapter 5 
Electrode Erosion Measurements 
in the IHF Heater 
Copper electrode erosion (hiring the IHF 147 Riiri 008 was monitortci with two diode 
lasers. To dctcrrriiric tho coricciitration o f  ( v p p ~ r ,  both the number density of an 
cxcitcd statc and the gas temperature mist 1)c tstiniatcd or measiircd. For a given 
pressure, both thc Boltzmarin fraction arid t hc ionization fraction ('ill1 I)<> obtained 
from the tempcraturt assuming equilihriiim Tlicwfore to rnwsiiw total roppcr con- 
centration. the tcmpcratiire in the IHF htatcr must i ) ~  simultaneously rncasured. The 
excited state popiilation o f  atomic nitrogtn is ~iscd to extract population tcnipcratiirc 
sirriiiltaneonsly with tht. copper measurcrncxnts. 
In this chaptcr, wc present simult ancoiis mc~atsiircmtnt s of a ropptr oxcited st ate 
and the ternpc-lratiir(~ in thc IHF heater. First, thc lineshape of coppc~ and nitrogen 
will be tlisciissctl. Then during IHF 147 Riiri 008 t imcresolwd rrieasiiremerits of 
temperature and coppcr will be discusscd. 
5.1 Lineshape atomic copper and atomic nitrogen 
Thc lineshape of coppc'r is very cornp1t.x due. t o  8 hyperfine striictiircs of 2 isotopes. 
Thcsc 8 lines arc split int,o 40 lines diic t o  Zccnian cffkct depending on the approxima- 
t ion level. Thesc rniiltiplc lincs are not distingiiisliablc from the absorpt,ion spectrum 
80 
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in the IHF heater due to broadening. 
81 
793.24 793.28 793.32 793.36 793.40 
Wavelength ( nm ) 
Figiire 5.1: The lineshape of Cu at 793.3 nm 
The typical lineshape of copper at 793.3 nm is given in Fig.5.1; the signal to noise 
&io is about 7. This SNR is too low t o  atternpt miilt,i-line curve fitting. From 
the integrated area of the lineshape, the number density of an excited state, 
was measured as 1.4 xlOIO To estimate total copper concentration, the gas 
temperature must be also measured. The population temperature in the heater was 
monitored using the atomic nitrogen sensor. Fig.5.2 shows the lineshape of atomic 
nitrogen at 824.2 nni, and the lower statr: is *P512. As in thc: previous chapter, the 
population temperature was c:xt,ract,ed from t,lie integratcd area. From the integrated 
area, the number cicnsity of nitrogen in the excit,ed state, 4P5/2, was measurod as 1.4 
x 1 O 1 O  emp3, which corresponds to a populatmion temperatlure of 7,140 K. 
Using the gas t,cIriperature and a prossure IxiC;1.siirerri~:rits, total copper wn(:erit,ra- 
tion can be calculated. The number density of clectron in tlie air plasma at a given 
pressure and tempc:rrtt,ure can be calciilated. Wit.h the elec:t.ron nuniber density and 
t,eniperatiire, the ionization fraction copper and the Bolt,zniann fraction of a copper 
cxcited state can be calculated. For cxaniple, at  2 atni, thc? fraction of 'PPpI2 out of 
total copper species was ylottjc?tl as a function of  t,cnipcrat,urct arid prcssiire in Fig.5.3 
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considering the ionization fraction and the BoltzInann fraction. 
From the integrated area of copper absorbance. tjhe number density of an excit.ed 
state, 2e,2, was measured as 1.15 xl0l0 ~ r n - ~ .  The Boltzmann fraction of a copper 
excited state, 2P:,2, for 7,140 K and 615 kPa. is 1.44 x10P3, and the ionization 
fra.ct.ioIi of copper is 0.904 with the electron number density of 3.17 xl0I5 
Then, t'he total atomic copper concentration in the flow is 8.00 x1012 which 
is obtained by multiplying the excit,ctd number density by Bot,-mannfradi. 1 . Then, 
the total number density of copper species including ions is 8.31 x1OI3 emP3, or 
13 ppm, which is obtairicd by rnult,iplying t,lio number density of atomic copper by 
1/( l-ionization fraction). 
5.2 Simultaneous measurements of nitrogen and 
copper 
For IHF 147 Run 008, the operation condition was InoIiit,ored by the NASA Ames 
Arcjct team and t,he conditions aac given in Fig.5.4. There was a transient, period 
of roughly 50 sec until the plas~na was stabilized. Then the voltage, current, and 
pressure were maintained as 6,040 V, 3,560 A, and 615 kPa for 120 sec. The mass 
flow rates of main air, added air, and argon were maintained at  0.528, 0.055, and 
0.055 kg/sec respectively. Tot3al power was 21.5 MW, and the powcr per iinit mass 
of main air was 40.7 MW/kg for thc t  first condition. 
Then the voltage, currcnt, and prossure wore dropped to 3,160 V, 2,050 A, and 
195 kPa for the second condition. The nims flow ratcis of main air, added a.ir, and 
argon were maintained at 0.146, 0.055, and 0.0245 kg/sec respectively. Tot,al power 
was 6.48 MW, and the power per unit mass of main air was 44.4 blW/kg. This second 
condit,ion last,ed for 100 SCC and the arc was t.urned off. 
Thc in-situ nieasurenictnts of copper co1ic:ciIitration in the heater are yrcseritetl in 
Fig.5.5. The popiilation tmiperature for the first operation coIidition was 7,090 K,  
and it, increascd slightly during thc sctcond opcration condition to 7,120 K. The copper 
concentration for the first, Inat'crial c:ondit,ioIi varied up to 13 pp~n,  and diiririg the 
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Figiirc 5.4: The operatio11 condition of IHF 147 Rim 008 werc plott,cd during the 
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The rr1x-x flow rates of gaws: main air. argon, and added air 
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second test condition, the copper concentration was below the dctection limit. The 
measured copper erosion in the high flow case is consistmt with t,he thin boundary 
layer and large heat flux to the copper wall. 
The mole fract,ion of copper in t,he flow is convertd into t.he niass fraction, and 
the accumulated copper erosion is shown in Fig.5.6. In avcrage, the t,otal mass of air 
during the test was 97.5 kg, and the total Inass of copper was 1.04 g. Thercfore, the 
average copper concentrat,ion during the whole t,est was 10.7 pprri in averagc.. 
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Figure 5.5: The Cu conccnt,r~~t,ion a d N population temperature 
Discussion 
We developed and applied a copper sensor based on tunable diode laser absorption 
spectroscopy for the first time. During the material tests, at power conditions above 
20 MW, up to 13 ppni copper in the flow we observed. However, for heater powers 
below 15 MW, the signal dropped bc4ow the cktection limit of 2 ppm. 
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Figuw 5.6: The Cu erosion of the hcattlr - two clcctrodcs and a (*onstrict,or tube 
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Chapter 6 
Measurements in the IHF Test 
Cabin 
The velocity of the flow in t,hc IHF t.est cabin ranges from 5 to 10 km/s. Due to 
such a high velocity, the txarisit, t,inie afkr  the throat is comparable t,o the collisional 
time scale. Therttfore, the flow cannot, reach cquilibriiirri after expansion, and the gas 
composition is complex. 
For hypersonic flow, it is generally assumed that the chemistry in the post- 
expansion region is frozen. The final flow may be far from equilibrium: the composi- 
tion is expected to be similar to the composition at the nozzle throat, the translational 
and rotational terriperature to be much lower than the vilxational or el 
perature, and t,hc population of met.astahles t'o be enhanced due to cascading from 
higher excited states. 
In this work, two metast,able states of Ar and one nictastable state of 0 were 
measured to monitor the IHF test cabin condition and to set. an upper limit. to t,he 
metastable number dcnsity. A VCSEL was iised to scaii two metastalde states of Ar 
at 772.38 and 772.42 n r n  simult,aneously. Arid as shown in t,he previous chapter, a 
VCSEL at, 777.2 nm was used to monitor t,he metast,ablt: state of 0. 
Bcctausc of the v c ~ y  small amount, of metastable or ttxcit,etl statcs in t,hc cahn  
flow during the rriat,erial tests, t,hcse states are difficult, to monitor. This difficulty 
led to a tlecision t,o introduce an alkali rnct,al int,o t,hc flow as a t,raccr. PotassiuIri 
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salt was scedctl in the litatcr itrid thv ground statc potassium was monitorcd in the 
tvst cabin with a. VCSEL at 770 mi .  For IHF 149 (a set of matcrial tests performed 
cliiring March 2004), the Doppler width of the K liIw was measiird in the twt cabin 
to o1)tain the. translational tcmperaturc During IHF 149, thc Inagnctic ficM in the 
tcst cabin was ncyJigihlc, which was consisttmt with Ar measiircrnrwts. 
In this dinptcr, WP will prcscnt oiir rr~(~~~iir(~IIi(~Iits  of rncta tablc specic.s and the 
translational tmqwratiirc~ of K in t h c .  tvst c.abin 
6.1 Metastable Ar measurements in the IHF test 
cabin 
6.1.1 Ar lineshape 
Two metastable states o f  Ar, 3Rf - 4s[3/2]: and 3P00 - 4s’[1/2]:, were mcasurcd in 
thc IHF test cabin with a single tliodc laser only tliiring thc start-up period. The 
start-up period was markcd in Fig.Ci.1 a~id in Fig.6.2. 
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Figure 6.1: The operation condition of  IHF 147 Rim 009: Thc hcater prcssiire, the 
c+ctrode voltage, tirid thc total currcnt 
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The argon was observed only during thct starbup period. The signal then dccreasetl 
below t,he detection limit, when the added air is introduced. At 178 sec, there's a 16 
second time slot, and only argon gas was delivered to the heater at low voltage and 
current. This started arc discharge, and t,hen tlhe voltage, current, pressure, and nmss 
flow rate of air were increased to the designed condition. 
The lineshape of argon during the test o f  IHF 147 is given in Fig.6.3. The lineshape 
is different, from the argon lineshaye in a discharge bube, shown in the previous 
chapter. 111 the discharge tube, o~ily a single line was observed, however (luring 
IHF 147 tests in the test cabin. three strong lines arid two weak lines werc obsttrved 
for both transitions near 772.38 and 772.42 nrn. Also the spacing between split, lincts 
was c:onst,ant,ly 0.14 em-', arid the clistmcc between two center lines, wcrc 0.045 mi 
or 0.75 C N 1 .  
The excitation ternperaturc is defincd with the Bolt.zniann fraction of two different 
ctxcitcd or niet.astahle statcs. For Argon, the ctxc:it,ation t#ernperat,ure from t,lic rattio 
of  two nic?t;tsta.ble states was calculat.ctd, and plottctd as in Fig.6.5. 
Thc number clensit,ies of two Incttwtablc st,at.es itre shown in Fig.6.4. The ;tveragc 
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Figure 6.5: The lineshape o f  Ar at 772.38 and 772.42nm 
number density of Ar mestastables, 3Pl - 4s[S/2]: and 3P00 - 4s’[1/2]:, during the 
start-up period of 10 sec were 5.5 x109 and 4.6 x lo9 mP3 respectively. Strong 
argon absorption was observed for 16 scc, after which the signal decreased below the 
estimated detection limit of 7 x107 mP3 for both metastable states. For the test 
condition at 0.08 kPa and 1,000 K, the upper limit of both Ar metastable states are 
12 ppb. The two metastable states are roughly 1,400 em-’ or 2,000 K apart, and the 
excitation temperature measurements are most sensitive in this temperature range. 
6.1.2 Ar splitting 
The strong rnagnctic fictld from the heater can split, lines and the spacing bet.wcxn 
split lines is constantj as discussed in t,he previous chapter. The spacing of 0.14 ern-’ 
implies a magnetic field of 0.15 T. 
Typically the curront of 3,500 flows through the ctlcctrodes with 4 turns. As a first, 
approxirnation, tjhe magnetic field in the centm was calculat,ed. With Arnpcrc’s law, 
the rriagnctic ficlcl induced by circular coils is forrnulattcd as 
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wlicw. po is the perrnca1)ility of air (4 7r x lop7 T-in/A), N is thc niirntwr of coils, and 
R is thc radius of a coil ( R  = 0 / 2  = 5 72 mi) .  Dctails arc prcwntcd in Appendix 
A Thc. incluccd magnc.tic ficld in thc. cmtor is coniputcd to lw 0.154 T. in good 
agrtumcnt with the niagnctic fiold i r i f m - ( d  from the line spacing of Ar in the test 
cabin (luring IHF 146 and thc spwtrd  width (HWHM) in thc IHF 1watc.r. 
We observed t,hat, whcn t,hc ciirrctnt, is iric:rcased in t,hc IHF lic?at,cr, t,lierct is a clttar 
iric:r(?;tsc: in spectt,ral width. This st,rorig magrict.ic field in t,hc hcatjcr dwrcii,scs roughly 
proport,ional to  $, whtrc L is t,hc distmaric:e fro111 the ccnkr of t,hc ring sogrnerit,. More 
(let,& are given in appendix. Tht?rcforc?, t,he magnetsic fi&l mist, vary rapidly along 
ion of t,hc riozzlc. However, for different, nozzlc corifigiira,t,ioris (IHF 
147 and IHF 149), we observcd quit,(: different, Ar split,t.ing in tthe t,c?st, cabin. For 
IHF 147 we observed very stfrorig rnagnc?t,ic: ficld, while for IHF 149 no split't.ing was 
observed. The diEercnco may corne from the nozzle rnat,c?rid, and t,hese two rwis 
used different, nozzles. If t,he nozzlc is r n d c  of rion-ferromagnct,ic mct,al, tjhe magnetic 
ficld decreases wit,h dist,ancc?. Howcvcr, if t,he nozzla ma,t,t?rial is fcrrornagnetic, tjhe 
nia,gnet,ic field is confined along the nozzle a,nd t,he magnet,ic: ficld in t,he test cabin 
(:an he quit,e strong. Anot,ht?r cxplariat,ion is possible. The niagnetjic: propertJies of 
plasmas may be cluit,e diffcrttnb lwt,wccn t,lie high current, coridit8iori (IHF 147) and tjhe 
low current, condit,ion (IHF 149). More experiernnt,s art? nc?eded t,o iindcrstlarid the 
difference in observed magnet,ic ficlds. 
Wv irivestigatcd other possibi1itit.s that might cause tlic line splitting. First fluc- 
t uation of the plasma was consiclcrcd. A comparison of a 100-avwigcd lineshape and 
an instantaneous lineshatpc is given iIi Fig.6.6. Averaging dccwmcd fast fluctuations 
frorn lxwnsteering and iIicrciw(1 SNR , however the dominant fcaturta of the line 
split t irig remains. 
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Figure 6.6: The instantaneous lineshape of argon in the test cabin (without averaging) 
shows that the lineshape through the edge (x/R.=0.92) of the nozzlc is atttonuat,ed due 
to decrease in effective path length a.nd possibly tliie to decrease in number donsity 
of Ar. However, the characteristic lineshape of splitting was still obscrved, and hcnce 
non-uniformity or diverging flow effects were excluded. 
Other possible explanations include: Stark effect and AC Stark effect,. Howwer, 
the Stark effect gives a different number of transitims, and can be excluded simply 
from the observed spectral shape. The AC Stark effect splits lines at equal spacing 
of AC frequency, in our case 4.2 GHz. There are no such high frequency sources in 
the IHF, and hence this possible effect was also excluclecl. 
6.2 Metastable 0 measurements in the IHF test 
cabin 
The atomic oxygen metastable state was also 1nonitorc.d in the gas flow in the tcst 
cabin. The 0 transition at 777.2 nul, which is the same transition iiscd to iricaSiirc 
the temperature in the heater, was observed in thc flow in thc tcst cabin during tlic 
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Figure 6.9: The lineshapc of Ar a,t, 772.38 and 772.42nni 
start-up period. A 1 % absorption was observed for 15 to 25 sec just as air is added. 
After this observation early in each run, thc oxygen signal disappar.t?d when the final 
flow conditions were reached. 
Fig.6.9 shows tjhe lineshape o f  oxygcn in the t,est, cabin. The linewidth of oxygen 
was much wider than the Doppler width due t,o ZeeInan splitting. The split lines were 
broadened and rnerged, so that. the lineshape looked like a single line. However, the 
HWHM of the lineshape is 0.162 ern-’ ,  which is slight$ly larger than tho spacing of 
Ar lines of 0.14 cm-’. 
As shown in Fig.G.lO, Inet,astable oxygcn was ckt,ected for 22 scc and disappeared. 
The tlctwtion limit, of  tlic oxygen meta.stal)lc state was 4 x lo6 ~ m - ~ .  For the test 
cwidition at 0.08 kPa and 1,000 K,  the uppor limit of 0 nwt;ist,al)lc state is 0.7 ppb. 
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Figiirr 6.10: The linrshiipr of Ar at 772.38 writ1 772.42nrn 
6.3 Metastable N 2  measurements in the IHF test 
cabin 
A mcasurcmcvit of nitrogcr, iriolcculcs in thc first positivc system was iiivestigatcd 
in the test cabin. With the assuinptioii of frozen chemistry, A dctcctablc arrioiint of 
nitrogeri first positive svstcrn was est imatcd. Howtver, in tlit test cabin, the nurri1)cr 
density of N2 (A3Eg', 'u = 2 , j  = 13) was bchw the detc~ction lirriit of 6.5 ~ 1 0 ' '  ~ 7 7 2 ~ ~ .  
For the test condition at  0.08 kPa arid 1,000 K. the uppcr limit of N2 metasta1)lc stat<> 
is 12 ppm. 
6.4 Potassium lineshape 
Fig.6.11 is the lin~sliape of potwsiiini iri thc test cabin. Potassium has hypcrfiric 
structures from niiclcar spin of I = 3/2 arid isotope shifts Only the hyperfine striic- 
ture has been considered and isotopc shifts arc ignored for its small shifts. The line 
structures and thc relative strengths of (rich split lincxs wcre dctermined in prcvious 
research [67, 63, 69, 681. 
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Figure 6.11: The lineshape of K at 769.9 nm 
By fitting the lincxlriape to multiple Voigt functions, the Doppler width (HWHM) 
of 0.0404 cm-I was inferred, giving a translational temperature of 784 f 156 K. This 
translational temperature was consistent with the previous translational temperature 
nicasurements in a similar facility ( Acrodynamic heating facility at Anics Research 
Center) [2l, 221. From the inkgrated area and t,he translat,ional temperature, the 
seeding was estimatcd as 200 ppb. The SNR of potassium is 140, and the seeding 
level can be as low its a few ppb. This is dcrnonstrates that, the potassium seeding 
strategy can be very c!ffcct,ivc without clistmbing t,he original system. At such a low 
level, the bulk plasma properties such as coIidiictivity do not changc [70]. 
Unlike argon iricasiirenients in the previous chapter, during IHF 149, the rnag- 
netic field in the test cabin was low and no Ztwnan splitting was obscrvable. Argon 
Incasurernents in tho IHF t,est cabin also show consistent low magnetic field results. 
It is unclear if the diffm~nctt is due to thc diange in arc currcrit or to the different 
nozzle. 
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Figure 6.12: Tht lineshapc of Ar at 772.4 rim showcd that thercl was negligible rmg- 
nctic field in thc tcst cabin 
6.5 Translational temperature vs time 
The t,emperat,urci in t,hc heat,er itncl trhc temperature in t,hc t'est' cabin were simiilt'a,- 
neously mcasiirotl. At,oniic oxygen was iistd in the heatcr arid pot,assium was iiscd in 
t,he t,est cabin. 
The heat,er tcmpcra,t,ure (populattiori t,tmpera,t,urc of oxygen) wits 6,660 (bet,wcic?n 
6,620 K and 6,680 I(), and reniairitd coristant, over 13 miriut,cis. The teniperatturt? 
in the t,est, ctathiIi wits also relatively constjarit,. The tjranslat~ional t8erriperatjiire in thc 
t,est, cabin ra,rigcd l)et,wccn 657 K and 1,430 K,  and t,he avciratge t,ernperaturc wit? '304 
K.  The pot,assiuni seeding was not, c:ont,iniious. and a signal wits not, always presentj. 
Howcver , t,licrc wcrc st,ill enough data point,s t,o cover t,he 20 niinut,e test, from thc 
st,a.rt, to t,he end. The liea,t,er t,ernpcrat,iirti WH.S monitmwi (:wry second, a'nd t,he test, 
cabin t,cnipc:ratiirv was rnonit,ort:d sporadically. Pot,rtssiiini paint,ing on tjhe ht:a't,cr 
wall evaporat,cs only at, high teInpcrat,iirc:. Thc thermal l)oiincla,ry layer a'bove t8hc high 
pressure wat,c:r cooling heat,t?r wall prtivc?rlt,s t,hc wall from ovc:rhcat,ing. Howt?w:r, t,licre 
can be arcing o r  small fliict,uat,ions, which raise the wall siirfacc t,emperat.ure enough 
t,o evaporate pot,msiiim int,o t,hc flow. To ol)tja.in cont8iniioiis t,cst cabin t,emperatnrcs, 
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a different seeding strategy is ricw1cd: stw1irig through or10 of gas lines is a possibility. 
The vapor pressiirc of potassium at an elevatttl tcmp(mitiire is large enough to 1x1 
studcd. Alternativdy potitssiiim salts such its KC1 or KOH could be cont inuoiisly 
tlclivtwd to thc hcatcr by a carrier gas. Thew two stratcgics require modification of  
the. heater configiiratiori, and have not been iiscd in this work. 
6.6 Summary and discussion 
The nict,a,st,able spcx:i(ts (.oricc?rit,ra.t,iori and t ranslat,ional tSctmpc?ratture were riie~tsiir(x1 in 
t,he t,est, cabin. TDLAS was iiscd t.0 monit,or mct,ast,al)lc spc?cics in the tlest8 ca,l)in. Diir- 
irig t,hc? st,art-up period, wc olwrved st,rong alxwrpt,ion from t,hc met,ast,ablc spctcics. 
Howevcr when a d d d  air is int,rodiiced t,o t.hc flow bcfore tlic t,liroat,, t,licsc oxcittcd 
mctast,able state species in t,hc plasma c1isappc?arctcl from t,he flow, and t,he atbsorption 
signal decreases below t,hc dct,t ion limit,. An iippcr limit, of the met.astjal)la stjattcts of 
Ar (3Pi - 4s[3/2]; and 3P00 - 4s'[1/2];), 0 ( 5 S g ) ,  a,rid N2 (A3C;, 'u = 2 , j  = 13) of 7 
x lo7 ~ r n - ~ ,  4 x lo6 cmP3, arid 6.5 x 1O1O c w 3  wcrc c?st,irnat,c?d. The upper limit,s o f  t,he 
fraction were 12 ypb for t,hc Ar mctast.a?.ble st.attc?s, 0.7 pph for tjhe 0 nietjastaablc stat'(., 
and 12 ypm for the N2 mct,a.st,aldct A-st,a.t,c. Fro111 t,hc mc?;tsiirements of mct8;tstjablc 
st,at,cs in the IHF t,(?st, cabin, we concluded t,hat, in t,hc free st,rea,rn flow, most, g a x s  
arc in their grourid state rat.hctr than in t,he cxc:it,cd o r  Inetjasttal,le stat,es. This is 
c:ont,radict,ory t,o t,he hypot,hesis of frozen chcmist,ry. Whcri air is added to plasma gas 
before the nozzlc, metast,ablc or excikd st,at,es of t,hc plasma qucnch t.o the groiind 
state, and contribiite tro addit,ional dissociation of addd air. This procass brings t,hc 
t8cst, gas condition closcr to t,hc flight. condit.ion of t,he space shut,t,le. During t,he main 
rnatterial test,, wc seedttd pot,assiiim in t,he heater and rncasiircid tthe t,ransla.t,ional t#crn- 
perat,uro in t,he ks t  cabin, which clemonstra t,es the fcasi bility of K sensors in the test' 
cahin. The K a,nd 0 sensors wcrc used t,o monit,or t,hc condit,ion in the heattcr anti in 
t,hc t,est, ca,bin simiilt,aric?oiisly. 
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Suggested Future Work 
7.1 Spatially resolved measurements 
Absorption spect roscopy provides integrated line-of-sight measurements. This can he 
advantageous when an overall paramcter is needed to contml tshe systeni, however 
spatial information is lost. To overconie this drawback of line-of-sight m:asuremerits, 
the &don t,ratnsforma~t,ion techniqucs havc been applied. Espccially when the profile 
of the property is radially symmetric, the Abel transform, a simple form of the Radon 
transform, has been used to gct a radial profile. However, the spatial resolution of 
the Ra,don transform method is fundamcntally lirnitcd by the number of lines, and 
cannot, resolve fcatiires smaller than the size of grid. Also, to obtain a property at a 
specific posit'ion, multiple mcasurenierits and complex claba analysis is required. 
Laser-indiiced fluorescence is an a,ltjcrriative to line-of-sight, techniques, such as 
emission and absorption, with a spatial rcsolut'ion. Geomctry of a laser bcam and 
opt,ics determines t,he spat.ia1 rcsolut.ioIi for LIF, which can be as small as a few l rn .  
Also a single nicasiireInent,s givcs a propcrty at a given posit.ion. 
7.2 Wavelength mixing 
Anothcr limitation of diodc laser se~isors is the lirnitctl range of wavelength available. 
In ~riariy cases, the liric selcction is dctcnnined by available laser wavelengths. Onc 
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way to wic1c.n spectral range is wavclcngth rriixing wit 11 nonlinear crystals. 
For cxatmplc, ciirrciit ly wavclcngths 1)c~low 380 n r r i  are gencwdy not available. 
Howevor, through nonlinear optical p r o c e x x ,  the siirri frcquency of two inpiit lasers 
can be o1)taincvt Rrwxch ha\ lwcn i isd nonlinear rriixirig [71, 72, 73, 75, 76, 74, 77, 
78, 79, 80, 81, 821. to obtain UV light around :j00 rim and 220 nrn, and a1)sorption 
rIi(~~isiir(~Iri(~rits havo 1)cc~i demonstratcd with all solid stat(. lasers. At the cost of power 
loss, the siirn of two input laser 1)oiirn frcqiicw-ivs or t 1ic sccond hiirnionic of t hc input 
lascr h w r i ,  ( *a i  be gcwrated with rioIiliii(w ('rystals siidi as BBO (l)c\ta-BaB204) or  
RDP (riibictiiirri diliydrogcn phosphatc). 
Atomic coppcr hits transitions from t lit. groiiriti stat(> at 324.8 m i  and 327.8 iini. 
By wavclongth mixing of 532 mi with 834 rim or 851 rim, 384 o r  327 rim can be 
generated, aiid t he rnciisiircmciit of copper groiind st atC could improve the ctctc.ct ion 
limit of copper by it factor of 1,000. In thv lmtcr ,  using the 793 nrri transition, the 
detection limit was a few ppm Thr. Boltmiann fraction of  thc ground statt> is much 
larger than that of the excited statcs and 'P& The ratio is roughly (lstimated 
as exp(E/kT) ,  which is about 1,000 at 6,000 K. 
7.3 Potassium seeding 
A morc uniform rneitns of potassium seeding is desired for test cabin monitoring 
continiioiisly over tlir. tntirc matcrial test. Thew arc two stratty$os to s w d  potassium 
in the hcatcr. First, thc vapor prcssurc o f  tho potassium metal is significant at an 
elevated tcmpcraturc, and pot assiuni vapor can be c-lclivered via inert gas siich as 
argon to the heater. By changing the potassium tempuatiire, the wmount of  scding 
can be controlled. Fig.7.1 shows the vapor prcssurc o f  nictallic potassium at 1 atm. 
The vapor pressiirc' can be significant (1 Torr) arourid 620 K (or 350 Celsius). In a 
heated cylinder filled with argon as a carricr gas, metallic. potassiiim gas can lw heated 
with a heating tapc and tempcwtiirc controllcr. Thcw, thc heatcd gas of  mixtiire of 
potassium arid argon can be dclivorcd to thr. arc hcatcr 
This met hod can giiarantec> iiniform and c*ontiniioiis potassium socding. However, 
heating the whole ctclivery systcrri at sudi iui elova tod temperat lire about 620 K 
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Figure 7.1: The vapor pressure of potassinm. 
requires stainless or copper pipes to the heat.er. Any conductive object, near the 
electrodes Inlist be designed carefully, arid this strategy may rcqiiire changes to the 
heater configuration. 
Another method is seeding pot,assium salt,, such its KC1 or KOH, through the air 
or argon line. KOH or KCl solution can be delivered to the heater. However, for KCl, 
chemically active C1 can be a safety or erosion problem, and KOH may cause other 
safety issues. 
In the test. cabin. the kinetic energy of the flow comprises the largest portion of 
the total enthalpy. Therefore the velocity of t,he flow is a key parameter in the test 
ca,bin. The translational temperature and the velocity can be extracted from the 
absorption of 2 laser b e a m  at, different angle. One beam perpendicular t,o the flow 
can be a reference for bhe Doppler shift of the second beam, and the velocity can be 
extracted. 
This seeding strategy could provide vory simple temperatture and vclocity rnea- 
surement methods in the test, cabin. 
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To iindcrst;uid Ar splitting, wliidi is prescntcd in C1i;y)tc.r 6, the dfwt  of  the rnagnctic 
on the 1iIiwhape Iiiiist be disciisscd. Tho niagIietic ficM in t he h a t e r  is incliiccd by 
current loops, and tliiis the magrictic field in thc hcattr confines ions and cdcctrons 
near the core of thf\ hcwter. For r>xamplc\. if an ~ I w t r o ~ i  w th a rmlial vclocity is 
under an axial magnctic field, thc Lorentz forw is excrtccl perycndiciilar to  the radial 
velocity. Diie to the Lorentz forcc, the clt r o ~ i  gyratw on t hc plan(. perpendicular 
to  the axial directioIi, arid docs not hit thc wall. 
The th t rodcs  have four loops inside the olectrodc ring to multiply thc indiiced 
magnctic field. 
A. l  Magnetic field in the heater 
Ampere’s Ltw is used to estimwtc the indiiccvl inagnctic ficld with simplified coils. The 
schematics are shown in Fig.A.l. 
For N turns, ciirrcnt i, and radius R .  Inagrietic ficld can be form11latt3d as: 
The estirriation of  magnetic+ ficld at tht. conter of the heater is 0.144 T with N = 
4, i= 0500 A, and R = 5.22 em. 
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Figure A . l :  Geometry to calculate induced magnetic field at the center of the coil 
A.2 Magnetic field in the test cabin 
The magnetic field in the test cabin can also be estimated. The schematic is shown 
in Fig.A.2. 
( A 4  
This is the magnetic field indiiced by N-magnetic dipole. For L = 1 m, Btestcabzn = 
2.88 x 10-5 T. 
Therefore, in the liciatcr there is strong the IriagIictic field during the material 
test. However in the test cabin, tlic induced magnetic field is much lower due to the 
decrease proportiorial to ( f )  . 3 
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Y t  
Figure A.2: Geomctry to c.;tlciilate indii(w1 magnetic. ficld in t,he test cabin 
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B.l  Boundary layer and non-uniformity of the flow 
The line-of-sight, absorption nieasiireiiieIit,s assume t,liat the property of the iiiediiirii 
through the optical path is uniform. However, t8he flow in the IHF heater is not, 
uniform. The plasma in the heater is confined in the core due to magnetic field and 
cold wall. In the IHF heater, the flow can bo estimated axisymmctric, while t,he radial 
profile is not uniform due to boundary layers and plasma corifiiiement . 
Previous research [51] shows t,liwt, if the :it)sorpt,ion a,t. t,lie center is larger than the 
absorption near the edge or boundary, the line-of-sight, absorption lineshape is close 
to the lineshape of uniform profile. 
The properties of air at high temperature must be used to estin1at.e the boundary 
layer thickness in the heater. Boulos [47] tabulated gas properties of air, which were 
used in this work. The boundary layer thickness can be estimat.ed as a first order 
approximation as flat plate turbulent flow. In the heater, thc flow is turbulent, wit.h 
R e D  2 x lo4, arid for the turbulent flow, t'he monicwtum boundary layer t,lriickriess 
can be estima.ted I831 
The dominant gas species are monatomic gascs such as 0 and N,  and the P r  
riiirribcr car1 be approximated as 2/3 [83]. Therefort. 6 M  N 0.0370 arid ST - 0 .050  
whcre ST is the t hcrmal hundary layer thickness, Shf is the momenturn boundary 
layer thickntq arid D is the radius of thc hcater tulw. 
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Morc rigorously, at, NASA Arries Rest::trc:h Ccnt,ctr, t,he flow in the heater and cal- 
ciilatd t,cmpera,t,iirc?, vcilocit,y, wnd coIicont,r;it,ion profiles werc ca,lculat,ed and shown 
in Fig.B.l and in Fig.B.2. Tlic sirriiila~tocl c:oIic-litioii of the AHF (20 MW) is somc- 
wha-lt diffcrcmt, from t.he IHF (60 MW) coIiclition. However, t,he simiila,t,ion stjill can 
sttill show fiindarncntd charac:t,crist,ics of t,hc flow. 
For t,lic: non-uniform tmipt:r;ttiirc profilc, t,hc 1inc-avt:ra.ge tjcrnpcratjiirc is 5,630 K. 
HOWC?VC~, t,he atjoins in t,he 1)oiiridary laycr (lo not, c:ont,ril)ut,c: to t,he iil)soq)t,ion, and 
t,he lirici-;tvorage t,crripc:rat,urc oxc:liiding t,hc 1)ountl;iry laycr is 5,820 K. This 200 K 
differtmc is wit,liin t,hc cst,imat,c:d iiric:c.rt,~eiIit,y. 
Wit.h t,he dat,a above, w(: siIniilat,c:cl oxygen a.nd nit,rog(:n absorptjion, ;is shown 
in Fig.B.3 and Fig. B.4. Hm: we a,ssiirnc?d no Zccmian split,ting and Voigt numlwr 
of  1. Because? tlic oxygen con(:(:Iit,rat,ion is rat,licr uniforin across t.lic: heater, thc 
populat,ion tempemtiire mea.siircd from t,he a1)sorlmic:e area WHS 5,870 K which is close 
t,o the avcrage t,empcrat,ure of 5,820 K cxclutling thc boiindary layer. Unlike oxygen, 
for nit,rogen, in t,liis t,cmpera,t,iire rang(:, dissocia.t,ion fraction is a st,rong function of 
t,cmperat,ure as shown in Fig.B.5. Due t,o t,liis dissociat,ion, t,hc nit,rogen concc?ntrat,ion 
near t,he core is higher t,han t,liat, ntar t,hc wall evtn oiit,side tJhc lmindary layer. This 
overest,irriat,cs nit,rogen t,ernpcr;tt,iire. With t,he t,crngerat,iirc? and specics profilc, wc 
sirnulattcd nit,rogcri absorpt,ion, as shown in Fig.B.4.The popillation tmipcrattnrc of 
nit,rogctn was est,irnat,cd as 6,540 K which is significant,ly liiglic?r t,hari the oxygen 
t,empcr;ttiire. Therefore, if t,lit: average t,em perat,ure is t,o be monit,ored, oxygen may 
cr choicc, while if the core tcsnperatiir(~ is tlhe goal, nit,rogcn may be tJhe 
betker alternative. 
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Figure B.l: The temperature profile in the heater siniiilated by 
Dr.0lejniczak of NASA Arnes Rntsearch Center 
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Figure B.2: The conccntration of N aiid 0 profile in the heater 
simulated by Dr.Olejnic.zak of NASA AIMS Research Center 
. 
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Figiirc B.3: The sirnulatcd a1)sorbaricc of 0 in tht. heater 
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Figure B.5: The dissociation fraction of N over the temperature rango of 4000-9W9K 
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c.1 Optical fibers 
Iritt.rfcrcncc1 bctwccn modes of a multimock filler has 1)ccri studied mainly to increasc 
1)aIidwidth-distaricc product in telecomrniinic.ation [HCi, 87, 88. 90, 91, 94, ‘35, 96, ‘37, 
‘38, ‘3‘31. In addition the niirri1)c~r of modcs for cylindrical waveguide, such as a filwr, 
has been well cxp1aint.d by Polltik [65] and Syndcr [GG]. Maxwell’s cquations with 
1)ounclary conditions yield c.igcm value problcrns in cylindrical coordinate or Bessc.1 
functions. In this chaptcr, we’ll discuss tlic applic.ation of miiltirnodc fibers as a 
fibcr-coupled bcarri delivery for TDLAS. 
To deliver t h r b  laser beams, optical fibs are commonly used. Espcv’ially for TD- 
LAS, the modal noise must be controlltd when a singlcniode is employed for the 
pitching side and a multirnodc fiber is tmployed for tlic pitching side. From the 
singl(mode fiber, only t he fiinclarnent a1 mode is delivcrcd, and the twun from thv 
pitching sidc h;ts Gaussian distribution. And there is no modal noise. However, in 
thc rnultimodc fiber. miiltiplt. modes can be excittd by the input Gaussian 1)carn. 
There are two strategies to  control modes in the miiltirriude fiber for TDLAS: (1) 
cbxcitc only tho fiintiarnental mode in the rniiltirnode fiber and (2) cxcitc many modes 
so that the oiitpiit from tlic multimodc f i lm is incohcrcmt . Theorct ically, the first 
st rat cgy, callcd rest ricted launching condition, has no loss from modal noise, whilo 
tho second strategy has tlic SNR loss of -3dl). Howwcr due. to practicd reasons siich 
i ts alignment tolcrances and beam stcwing, t lie socond strategy is adaptcd in harsh 
tlxpc’rirnent a1 conditions. 
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Ivlodal noise comes from the phassct difference between modes in the fiber due to 
different group velocity between modes. The fundamental mode is Inore confined 
near the corc arid therefore has t'he highest effective refractive index or slowest groiip 
vclocity. A higher order mode is rather confined near t,he edge, and has lower effective 
refractive index or slower group velocity. For example, Liu [N] calculated thc effective 
refractive indices of 20 modes for a 50/125 niiiltimode fiber. The refractive index 
o f  core no is 1.462, and the refractivc index of cladding n1 is 1.447. The effective 
refractive indices for the first two lowest modes have the difference of 0.00079 or 
0.00086 depending on the calculation methods. For the center wavelengt,h (Ao) of 780 
nm, the tuning range (AI )  of 1 em-' or 30 GHz, and the fiber length (L) of 30 m, 
the phase difference (A4) bet.ween lowest two niodes can he significant. 
2rAnLAf 
x = 14.9rad = 2.37circle 
c 
During a scm, the phase difference changes 14.7 radian, and therefore the laser 
intensity from the multimode fiber fluctuates siniisoitlally. 
If the wavelength of tshc laser is fixed, the relative phase of t,he modes are const,ant. 
Therefore, for a fixed wavelength nicasurement, 21s long as the power or intensity is 
measured at a fixed position, modal noise niay riot' be a. significant probleIn. However, 
for a scanning wavelength nieasurenients, the phase difference between modes becomes 
importa,nt . 
For the scanned wavelength absorption, the ideal st,ratctgy is to excite only thc 
fiiIidamenta1 Inode with another singlemode f i l m  as a cat,cliirig fiber. However, due 
to beam stwring, misalignrncnt, or cleflection o f  the optics, only a tiiiy signal would 
be coupled to a single mode fiber, and t,hus niiilt,imode fibcrs have bcen preferred for 
their larger mgiilar and lat'cral to1cranc:e. 
There are two types of rniiltimodc fibers dcpcnding on the profilc of refract,ive 
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indcx: grattlccl-index fibc~s and stcy-index fil)ers. Graclcd-inc1t.x fibtr has a refrac- 
t ivv indcx profile, which gradually c~liangts from t lic cor(’ to  the cldding such as a 
ptmholic profile. 011 the. othcr liand, t he rcfractivc. indcx profile of  s t tpindcx filwrs 
is constant within tho core, and abriiptly drops in thc. cladding. 
For thc grulcd-indcx fil)c~s, Iiiir1ioric.a 1 apeit iiro c.1i;trigc.s as t lie beam moves aroii~id, 
whilc for tho stcpindcx fihrs, t hc riiirnc.rica1 apc’rtiirc. is constant. Tlicrcxfore t hc stop- 
iiidcx filwrs arc’ morci inirriiiw to 1)cwn stccririg or misaligmmt . 
Thc. excitation of tlic fiintlaIri(\ntiil modo and the oxcitation of rriiiltiplr ~nodcs 
should h considcnd. Axial excitation with a Gaussian inpiit Ixwn (’an tw sirniilwtcd 
by vompiiting thc launching eflicicmy as tlit. overlap intcgral of t lie clccatric field of 
cach fibcr r r i o d c  with thc electric field of an inrichit beam. This is quit(\ cliffrrcmt froni 
t lic excitation with a uniform intensity light c.lcarly, whcrc ( w h  modc is considcrod 
to have the same power distribution. 
Now we’ll discuss two strategies. cxcitirig the fiindmicntal modc only, cdlcd rc- 
stricted laim*liing condition, and cxcit ing as many modes as possible. 
C.2 Excitation of multiple modes 
If there arc an infinite number of rnodes with the samo morgy distribiit ion betwwn 
modes, t hcri the relative phase diffcrcaces cancd cach other and modal noise becom~s 
negligible. 
Thc clcctric field of a multirnoclo fiber mist  be estimated and coniparcd with the 
beam size to  vstimatc thc number o f  rnodes in the fiber. The fiindwmcntal modc sin) 
for a stepindex fibcr can 1~ written with thv fit of B e w l  fimction and Gaussian 
approximat ion [66] 
- wo- 0.65 + 1 . ~ 1 9 ~ - 3 / 2  + 2 . 8 7 r 6  
a 
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For the graded-index fiber with a para.bolic: refractive index profile, the fundamen- 
tal mode size is formulated as 
2a wo 2 = [lcono(2A)1’2] 
whcre A (no - nl)/(nl). Here no is the refractive index of the center, and n1 is the 
refractive index of the cladding. For a given wavelength of 780 nm, no = 1.462, n1 = 
1.447, and a = 400 pm, the mode size of a stepindex fiber is 260.8 pm, whilc that, 
of a graded-index fiber is only 12.3 pm. 
Yabre [87, 881 showed that t’herct is a specific beam radius for a given core diameter, 
which minimizes the number of excited modes in t,he Inuit imode fiber for restricted 
excitation. That core diameter is close t,o the size of the fundamental mode. For 
smaller beams, the number of excited ~riotles increases drastically. For a stepindex 
fiber, it is easy to make the input t)eani much smaller than the fundament,al mode 
size, and therefore to excite multiple modes by axial excitat>ion. On the other hand, 
for a, graded-index fiber, due to srriall mock size, the input’ beam must be focused 
tightsly. Again, a stepindex fiber is prcfcrrctd for bhat reason over a graded-index 
fiber. 
c.3 Excitation of the fundamental mode 
The excitation of the fundaniental mode with a Gaiissian input beam is called re- 
stxictetl launch condition. Previous rcsearcth [89, 90, 91, 92, 931 showed that 100 ‘% 
conversion from the input beam to the fiindamental mode can be obtained if (1) the 
1)eani front curvature is very large, or the input beam enters fiber at its waist, (2) 
the inpiit, enters indo the fiber normally, (3) thctre’s no offset from the cent,cr of t,hc 
fiber axis, a,nd (4) the size o f  the beam is t,he same as the fundamental mode size. 
Experimentally, the niaxiniuni coupling c&c:ictnc:y to the fundamental mode, H I 1 ,  was 
observed with the beam radius of 0.65 - 0.70 of the radius the fiber core, which is thc 
size of t,he fundamental modc of thc fiber. 
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C.4 Summary 
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D.l  Designing optical systems 
In designing optical systems, more than ray tracing is sometimes neccssary. For 
example, there is finit,e beam size even with a perfect lens, and an ideally collimated 
beam diverges as it, propagates. In this chapter, Gaiissian tieam theory application to 
fiber-coupled diode laser sensors will be briefly introduced. The fundamental mode 
laser beam can be well approximated as a Gaussian beam, arid there are excellent 
text books [27, 45, 1001. 
When the beam diameter is same order of the lens diameter, the coupling of the 
laser beam tends to sensitive to alignment due to aberration. Therefore, it is desired 
to use a bigger lens to minimize aberrations. To minimize spherical aberration, an 
aspheric lens can be adopted, arid to minimize chromatic aberration, an achromatic 
lens can be chosen [loo]. 1x1 this work, the wavelength of lasers employed ranged 
over only less than 100 mi, and only sphcrical aberrat,ion was considered. All lenses 
are aspheric if available. However, if the range is a few liu~idred mi, then chroniat,ic 
aberration must be considcxwl, too. 
The sc:licxriat,ic of thc optical system of our interest, is shown in Fig.D.l 
The optical syst,erri has four components- a singlemodc fiber, a pit,ching aspheric 
lens, a catching aspheric lens, and a rnult.iniode fiber. For simplicity, lenses are as- 
slimed thin. First, we'll tletlerniine t'he focal lcngtli of the pitching lens by rniriiniizing 
the t)eani size at  t,he catching lens. Then, by minimizing t,ho focused beaai spot size 
on the rniiltirnode fiber, we'll clet,erminct thc distance of t'hc rriiiltirnode fibcr. 
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Figiirc. D. 1: The schcrnatic-s of optical systtwi-a singlcrriodtx fibcr. a pitdiing lens, a 
c*atcdiirig lms, and a Iniiltirriodc fi1)cr 
D.2 Designing pitching optics 
Thc 1)carri from the pitching lens is iisiially well collimatcd 1)y placing the singlemode 
fibcr at tlic focal length of t,lic. lens. The. beam diarriettr,wo, from the pitching lens 
can tw approxiniatttcd as 
WO M NAP x f, 
whcrc. NAP is the niimr.rica1 aptartlire of  the singlemodc fitwr, and F, is the focal 
length of the pitchiIig lcns. 
Gaiissian beam thcory states that cvon if the bcmi is pcrfwtly collimatcd, it 
divcrgw its it propagatw. This divergclncc. lwcomcs significant above t hc Rayleigh 
range. The 
Rttyleigh range is defi~iod 
At this point, 1)caIn waist iri(waws by &' and h a m  area douldcs. 
For z > ZR. or in far-fitM, the spot sizv can I)(> written in tcrms of Raylylcigh range, 
distanw, and waist spot sim 
, 
W(Z)  = Wo / l +  ( $ ) 2  = W o / l  + ( - ) 2  z x  
TWO2 i'R 
. 
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t hcn 
dw 1 1 2a2 
- [2wo - 7 1  
dwo 24- WO 
where a = $. By setting aw/dwo = 0, the optimized wa.ist spot size is obtained: 
Corresponding minimum spot sizc is then, 
In other words, if the catchiug lens is locatled at, the Rayleigh length (ZR) far from 
the pitching lens, the beam size at. tho catching lens is niininiurn. 
As an example, we’ll design optical system for t,he IHF test cabin rneasiircments. 
Lets assume L = 6 m, and the wavclcngth X is 780 nrn. Then, wo = 1.22 mm with 
a typical NAP of 0.11 determines t,hc focal length of the pitching lens FP =11.1 ~nrn 
and the beam spot size at the cat(:hirig lcns o f  w ( L )  = 1.73 nim. 
D.3 Optimizing catching optics 
The beaI1i size at the waist after focused by thc catching lens, wO2 is formulated as: 
Thc bemi diameter can bo very srnall by choosing a sniall focal length catching 
lens. However choosing a catching lcns, other factors mist he considered. First, the 
Iiiirricrical apclrtiire of  the fiber Inlist bc c~onsidored to catch all the light incident on 
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thv fib. Also the clear apertiirc c1iamctc.r of tlic catchiiig lens mist  be at least 7r 
tinics largcr than the diarrittcr of  the incoming l)(~i111 t o  catch at least (39 ’% o f  thc. 
iritcmity. Thcsc two rccluirenicnts can 1 ) ~  forrriiilattd its: 
whew f, is t,lie: focal lerigt,h of t,hc c:a-l.tJc:hing lciis, w1 is t,ho bcam radiiis at, ttho lcris, 
and N A ,  is t,hc niimerical apcrtmc of t,hc catdiirig fib. 
For t,ypic:al miilt,irnode fiber of 400 p i  cor(’, N A ,  is 0.37. w1 is t8hc? stirric’ as w ( L )  
= 1.73 I I ~ I I ~ .  This gives mininiiirn focal ltmgth of 13.6 mm. Also t,ho radiiis of t,hc 
c:lcar ilpcrt,urci of t,hc ca,t,ching lens should 1)c larger t ,hm 7r x w1 = 5.43 rririi. 
D.4 Complex radius curvature parameter, q 
Two cyiiatioris for w( L )  arid wo2 can lw dcrivcd wit,li complex radius ciirvatiirc pa- 
ramotcrs. 
By cldinition, cy is defined as: 
where, R is the radius of curvatiirc of  wavc.frorit md w is the bcarn waist, size. 
Propagation laws arid thin Icns law for (1 arv shown t)elow. 
Two tquations for wlf (or w ( L ) ) ,  a i d  1u2 (or wo2) can bc derived with sirnplc 
alge~1,ra. 
. 
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Measurements of Gas Temperature in the Arc-heater 
of a Large Scale Arcjet Facility using 
Tunable Diode Laser Absorption 
Suhong Kim*, Jay B. Jeffres' and R. K. HansonI 
High Temperature Gas&namics Laboratory 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Stanjord University, Stanford, CA 94305-3032 
George A. Raicheg 
Reacting Flow Environments Branch 
NASA-Ames Research Center 
Moffett Field, CA 
Diode laser absorption measurements of atomic nitrogen and oxygen are  made in the arc- 
heater of the NASA Ames IHF (60 MW) arcjet facility. Temperature of the gas in the arc- 
heater is inferred from the measured mole fraction of electronically excited 0 and N atoms 
assuming thermal equilibrium. These results are the first absorption-based temperature 
measurements inside the arc-heater, where the temperature range is 5000-YOOOK and the 
pressure range is 1.5-6 bar. Rapid scanning of the laser wavelength across the absorption 
feature provides time-resolved measurements of the number density for specific electronic 
states of the atoms. The agreement of the temperature inferred from redundant 
measurements on atomic nitrogen and atomic oxygen suggest the equilibrium assumption is 
valid. The laser is scanned in wavelength across the absorption feature at  a rate of 500Hz, 
and a 100 scan average provides a time-resolution sufficient to examine the variation of 
temperature with changes in the gas flow andlor electrical power input. These results 
illustrate the potential of the diode laser sensors for facility performance monitoring. 
I. Introduction 
ew thermal protection system (TPS) materials for NASA missions are developed on the basis of testing in the 
large-scale, high-enthalpy, arcjet test facilities at NASA-Ames Research Center. Hypersonic speeds of reentry 
vehicles and systems produce a hot, reactive gas layer between the bow shock and the vehicle surface. A 
vehicle moving at 10 k d s e c  in the cold air of the mesosphere (-270K, -0.1 kPa) produces shock temperatures near 
7000K with surface heating rates of hundreds of watts per square centimeter. Arcjet facilities provide a long- 
duration (tens of minutes) source of high-enthalpy hypersonic air flow for ground test of these materials. The 
NASA-Ames Research Center has three arcjet facilities devoted to testing TPS.[ 11 Understanding the facility 
performance is crucial to determine the TPS safety margin needed for reliable flight vehicles. 
An arcjet heats a stream of air with a high power electrical discharge, which is accelerated to hypersonic 
velocities in an adiabatic expansion. The process for relating test conditions to flight environments requires 
knowledge of the thermodynamic state of the gas prior to expansion. Because of the extreme conditions inside the 
heater section, options for diagnostics are limited, and optical spectroscopy-based measurements of air-derived 
species present a diagnostic opportunity. In addition, component materials in the arc-heater and nozzle may erode 
N 
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and contribute non-air species to the flowfield. One consequence of this erosion is periodic (and costly) component 
failure, and measuring eroded materials may provide an indication of component health and maintenance 
requirements. 
Here we describe design and demonstration of tunable diode laser absorption sensors (TDLAS) for time-resolved 
measurements of gas temperature in the arc-heater of these facilities. Diode lasers provide convenient optical 
sources for absorption measurements [2], and recent development of fiber optics technology makes measurements 
within the electrically isolated arc-heater feasible. TDLAS of dissociated air species can be used to monitor the high 
temperatures expected in the arc-heater. In our laboratory at Stanford University, Baer et al. [3,4] used TDLAS to 
measure temperature and number density of argon in high-temperature rf-plasma discharges. Baer et al. [5] also 
used a TDLAS near 777.2 nm to monitor oxygen and infer gas temperature in air rf-plasmas. Here we use diode 
lasers near 777.2 and 844.6 nm to monitor atomic oxygen and near 856.8 and 824.2 nm to monitor atomic nitrogen, 
in the plenum immediately downstream of the high temperature dc-arc discharge. An additional TDLAS sensor to 
monitor atomic copper in the flowfield from electrode erosion will be reported elsewhere. The results reported here 
will demonstrate that TDLAS diagnostics have the potential to provide routine in situ monitoring of the gas 
conditions in the arc-heater. 
A schematic of the arcjet flow facility is shown in Fig. 1.[6] A high-current, high-voltage arc heats the input 
high-pressure gas stream to temperatures in excess of 6000K. The equilibrium dissociation fraction of both oxygen 
and nitrogen is substantial. This hot, high-enthalpy gas is accelerated via adiabatic expansion and directed over a 
stationary model, simulating the high speed passage of a space vehicle through an atmosphere.[7] The TDLAS 
atomic oxygen and nitrogen diagnostics reported here were designed and developed for application in the arc heater. 
Figure 1. Block diagram of the arcjet wind tunnel facility. 
The IHF arc-jet is a large-scale engineering facility. The physical size of the device and the magnitude of the 
electrical power dissipated in the arc-heater provide significant enginccring challenges to the implementation of in 
situ gas sensing. The use of fiber optics to transport the laser light to and from the arc-heater provides the electrical 
isolation required, and hence the associated optical engineering to design this system is an important part of the 
overall effort. 
11. Gas Temperature Sensor Concept 
Emission spectroscopy measurements in the downstream plenum of a lower power (20 MW) arcjet at NASA- 
Ames indicate equilibrium gas temperatures on the order of 7100 K[8]. At these temperatures, a significant fraction 
of the oxygen and nitrogen in the air is thermally dissociated; an equilibrium calculation of the air composition is 
shown in Fig. 2. Although the pressure dependence of the equilibrium composition is significant, the pressure in the 
arc-heater is known from traditional transducer measurements, and we can account for this effect. Therefore a 
measurement of atomic nitrogen andor oxygen can be used to infer the degree of dissociation and thus the 
equilibrium temperature. The results in Fig. 2 illustrate that the atomic nitrogen mole fraction is more sensitive to 
temperature than atomic oxygen for the range of temperature expected. 
The resonant absorption from the ground states of atomic oxygen and nitrogen occur in the vacuum ultraviolet 
region of the spectrum as illustrated in Fig. 3, and absorption measurements of these atoms in their ground states is 
not feasible. Absorption sensors at these short wavelengths are subject to many problems and challenges, e.g. there 
are many interference absorptions in the ultraviolet. laser sources are not readily available, specialty materials are 
required for optical windows, and optical fiber technology is not developed. However, there are excited electronic 
states of atomic N and 0 which absorb light in the near-infrared wavelengths 777.2 and 844.6 nm (856.8, and 824.2 
nm for atomic nitrogen), where diode lasers are available and the fiber optics technology is well developed. 
Previous work in our laboratory has demonstrated the use of diode laser absorption using these transitions to detect 
atomic oxygen in rf discharges.[S] Although measurements were performed on all four transitions, we found the 
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777.2 nm transition in the quintet manifold of oxygen and the 856.8 nm transition in the quartet manifold of nitrogen 
to have significantly superior signal to noise. This performance advantage is primarily due to the output power and 
wavelength tunability of available laser devices. 
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Figure 2. Equilibrium gas composition for air plasma at 2 and 8 atmosphere pressures. 
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Figure 3. Selected energy levels of atomic oxygen and nitrogen. 
These excited states of oxygen and nitrogen have several eV of internal energy and thus, even at the high 
temperature of the plasma, less than lppm of the atomic nitrogen and oxygen are electronically excited. However, 
the absorption from these atomic transitions is strong and there is significant attenuation at the center of an 
absorption feature for the laser beam transmitted across the 1 1.4 cm diameter of the arc-heater. This large internal 
energy of the lower state of the optical absorption provides a strong variation in excited state population with gas 
temperature as illustrated in Fig. 4. The fraction of the atom population in the excited state varies more than an 
order of magnitude per 1000K. Thus, a measurement of the population in one of these excited states of oxygen or 
nitrogen provides a sensitive monitor of the gas temperature for the temperature range expected in the arc-heater. 
111. Gas Temperature Sensor Design i 
We measure the absorption of the laser light across the flow path by scanning the wavelength of the laser rapidly 
and repeatedly through the absorption feature and comparing the incident and transmitted laser power. Direct 
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Figure 4. Thermal population of electronically excited N and 0 versus gas temperature. 
absorption spectroscopy for a spectrally narrow tunable diode laser is governed by the Beer-Lambert law, which 
relates the transmitted intensity I, through a uniform gas medium of length L [cm] to the incident intensity Io: 
(1 )  
where k,, [cm-I] is the spectral absorption coefficient. For an isolated transition k,, is written 
where nl is the lower state number density, BI, is the Einstein coefficient for absorption between the lower level 1 
and the upper level ti, T,, is the excitation temperature which describes the ratio of populations in the laser-coupled 
excited states 1 and u, and the lineshape function. The frequency integral of the lineshape function is normalized 
to unity. The lower state number density, nl may be related to the gas temperature, T, for a system in thermal 
equilibrium with the ground state number density via 
nl ln=(gllZ)exp(-EIlkT) (4) 
where gl and El are the lower state degeneracy and excitation energy; Z and n is the atomic partition function and 
total species number density. 
The hostile environment of this facility has necessitated significant optical engineering. For safety reasons, the 
entire arc-heater assembly is located in an electrically isolated room, and the lasers, control electronics, optical 
detectors, and control computer are isolated from the arc-heater via 30 m of optical fiber. Diode lasers at the 
appropriate wavelength are selected, protected from optical feed back, and coupled into a single mode fiber to 
provide electrical isolation of the laser electronics from the arc-heater. The transmission of the laser light across the 
arc-heater plasma is illustrated in Fig. 5. The arc-heater is a stack of annular copper ring segments, each water 
cooled and electrically isolated from its neighbors, and electrically floated to prevent arc attachment. Optical access 
is provided via a specially-designed arc-heater segment immediately downstream of the cathode and upstream of the 
nozzle; small holes are bored along a radial line of sight of the optical segment, and quartz windows mounted in the 
telescope assembly allow optical access while preserving pressure and cooling seals. A telescope assembly mounted 
on the copper ring segment projects the laser light from a single mode fiber into a beam directed across the plasma 
flow ( I  1.4 cm), and a second telescope assembly collects the light and couples it into a large-aperture multimode 
fiber for transport to the detection electronics. 
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Figure 5. Schematic of the arc-heater with a detail illustrating the installation of the diode laser sensor. 
IV. Gas Temperature Measurements 
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate measurements of TDLAS of atomic oxygen in the 'So2 state near 777.2 nm and atomic 
nitrogen in the 4P5i2 state near 856.8. The Doppler width of the transition would provide a direct measurement of 
the translational temperature; however, the complicated Zeeman splitting and collisional broadening of the 
transitions make extraction of the Doppler width difficult. The absorption measurements are perturbed by a 
significant, non-uniform magnetic field in the electrode assembly where the TDLAS sensor is located. This field 
separates the degenerate sub-levels of the atom and complicates fitting of the pressure broadening contribution to the 
lineshape. Fortunately, these transitions are isolated, and the lasers can be rapidly tuned over a sufficient 
wavelength range to extract a zero absorption baseline and enable accurate integrated absorption measurements. 
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Figure 6. IHF TDLAS measurement for atomic oxygen. 
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The number density of excited atoms is determined from the integrated absorption. Combined with simultaneous 
measurement of gas pressure in the arc-heater, we can infer a "population temperature" assuming the gas is in 
thermal equilibrium. The data shown in Fig. 6 gives an excited oxygen atom concentration of 3.6(10)" ~ m - ~ ,  and 
the measured pressure is 196 kPa. Using a gas composition from the measured flow rates of air and argon and an 
equilibrium assumption, the fraction of the total atomic oxygen in the metastable quintet state is 1.87( lo)", which 
implies a population temperature of 7120f200K. This is in good agreement with the equilibrium temperature of 
6750 K estimated by energy balance measurements of facility input power, cooling heat extraction, and an estimate 
for the heat capacity high temperature plasma at the arc-heater conditions. Similarly the data in Fig. 7 yield an 
excited nitrogen concentration of 1.3( 10)'' cm-3, and a population temperature of 6850k160K. The agreement 
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between the atomic nitrogen and atomic oxygen population temperatures is good evidence of the validity of the 
equilibrium assumption. 
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Figure 7. IHF TDLAS measurement for atomic nitrogen. 
The TDLAS measurements are made at 20Hz and the individual scans are averaged to provide an output 
temperature measurement with one second resolution. Fig. 8 shows a time history for simultaneous measurements 
of population temperature using both N and 0 atom measurements. The first 200 seconds of the run comprise the 
turn-on sequence for the arc-heater when the discharge is initiated in argon, a small amount of air is added, and the 
mass flow rate of the air is increased to develop a stable discharge. Next (200-400 s )  the voltage, current, mass flow, 
and pressure are increased to their target values of 44.4 MJ per kg of mass flow (power 32.4 M W ;  flow rate 0.73 
kg/s). At 420 seconds both the mass flow and electric power input were reduced to a second operating condition 
(6.49 MW; 0.146 kg/s) that preserved the power-mass flow ratio. The measurements in Fig. 8 show that there is 
roughly a 10% increase in the gas temperature for the second condition, implying slightly better heater efficiency at 
reduced flow rates. This may be a consequence of changing heat transfer (loss) to the arc heater wall as a function of 
flow rate; higher flow rates may thin the boundary layer at the arc heater wall. allowing additional heat transfer to 
the cold wall that will cool the air plasma. 
I - POP, y !- 
I I I I I I 
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Figure 8. Population temperature versus run time for single run. Note input conditions change at 420 s. 
Time (sec) 
The oscillator strength of the quintet S atomic oxygen transition near 777.2 nm is approximately four times 
larger than that for the quartet P atomic nitrogen transition near 856.8 nm. This difference in transition strength, 
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combined with differences in oxygen and nitrogen Boltzniann populations at these temperatures, result in a larger 
peak absorbance for atomic oxygen. However, nitrogen dissociation is more sensitive to temperature at these 
conditions (see Figure 4), therefore a small variation in the atomic number density translates to a larger temperature 
variation. Thus, even though the atomic nitrogen absorption measurements are small and have a lower signal to 
noise, the atomic nitrogen population temperature is has better precision. 
A set of 19 arcjet runs was made at four different heater conditions with a heater pressure between 175 and 415 
kPa and the input arc power ranged from 5.17 to 15.6MW. The conditions were chosen for constant input energy of 
43 MJkg of air mass flow. Thus, a constant arc-heater temperature would be expected, and the measured 
population temperature for atomic oxygen is constant within our estimated uncertainties. It would therefore appear 
that the gas temperature remains constant for a large range of facility flow rates and power settings, as long as the 
energy content per unit mass-the enthalpy-remains constant. Alternatively, a substantial change in temperature 
for constant input enthalpy may indicate an efficiency change in heat transfer requiring maintenance attention. This 
illustrates the potential of this TDLAS sensor for routine monitoring of the arc-heater performance. 
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Figure 9. Arc-heater temperature for runs with constant input energy per unit mass flow of 43MJkg. 
V. Conclusions 
These absorption-based measurements of gas temperature inside the arc-heater plasma of the IHF flow facility at 
NASA-Ames were made using TDLAS to monitor the concentration of electronic excited states of atomic 0 and N. 
The redundant measurements confirm the validity of the equilibrium assumption for the pre-expanded gas. 
Differences in gas temperature for changes in mass flow with constant arc-heater power per unit flow indicate a 
slightly higher thermal transport to the walls consistent with the thinner boundary layer for higher flow rates. The 
measurements reported here illustrate the feasibility of the TDLAS sensor techniques for routine monitoring of 
detailed arc jet performance parameters. 
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